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Mmmm ... beer
A local brewing supply shop
offers more than just the ingredients for your brew. Page 12

Girl Power
Sarah Weddington spoke
about leadership, women's
issues and her Roe v. Wade
victory in an inspiring speech
Tuesday. Page U

J^

Mats R Us
The wrestling team concluded
its regular season with a fivegame winning streak, defeating
Appalachian State and Howard
^ University Sunday. Page 18

Get your E Degree at COB
A new e-commerce program is
coming to the college of business
in spring 2002. Page 3

Sports saved?
Administration to recommend keeping
all 28 varsity sports intact; awaiting approval
B> TOM SII ISFT-LDT
news editor
The JMU administration
is expected to announce its
recommendation to retain all
2^ \,irMtv sports teams this
afternoon.
The recommendation calls
for the reallocation of funding among the teams. It does
not recommend an increase
in student fees.
The administration's recommendation
awaits
final
approval by the Board of

Visitors on March 23. The recommendation will first be presented to the board's Alhletii
t omniittee on Wednesday at 3
p.m.
in
Latimcr-Shaetfer
rhaatre in Duke Hall.
The Athletic Committee
will man ham comment! from
athletes, coaches, parents, students and other interested
parties over the next three
weeks in order to prepare
their recommendation for the
lull board.
The Centennial Sports
Committee released a report

in May recommending the
elimination of eight varsity
teemi and severe reductions
to nuns track and cross
country. The eight teams slated for elimination are men's
archery gymnastics, swimming tennis and wrestling
and women's archery, fencing
and gymnastii |
A lack of sufficient funds to
support all 28 of |ML"s teams,
and the school's failure to comply with Title l\ toned JMU to
evaluate the status of it's athletic programs.
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Proposed plan heightens
campus police authority Deck stacked for students
BY TOM SIHMI

i m

news editor
The Harrisonburg Police
Department and the JMU
Department of Public Safety
an' pursuinga plan to expand
the authority of the campus
police to more student housing
areas on a full-tin;.
round I '
JMU Police Chief Lee
Shifflctt and HPD Chief DC.
Harper discussed the plan yesterd.n
at a
Community
Coalition meeting. They will
meet again on March 7 with
Rockingham County Sheriff
Don Ante) !*' discuss cunem
and past policing matters in
the community, namclv the
Forest Hills riot.
Harper said he would like
to have one or two JMU offlOSm
assigned to patrol the studenthousing areas permanent I v. I le
would like to implement the
plan by the end of the semester,
but the decision hinges greatly

on getting approval fn>m JMU.
shittlett declined to COD>
ment on tl\e plan speutualh
saying the idea was in the prvliminarv stages.

-44
You'd have to look into
[the proposed plan]
more... I really can't
vive you a response.
— Fred Hilton
Jirecior of medu relam ns

—99Fred (lillon, director of
medui ivl.ihons, laid it ll Hi-*
■awmptian thai ihe fin.il dadsion on a plan to extend JMU
poUo .lulhonlv iMnild have to
go through the Board of VWton
But he said it is too soon to comment on how long such a

process would take or when the
HBUC would reach the board,
w hich next meets March 23.
"You'd have to look into |the
proposed plan] more," Hilton
-.111 I really can't give you a
resp»>'
JMU police currently patrol
on wimpus and areas that
adjoin the university. The proposed agreement would |oin
IML police with Harrisonburg
police, giving campus officers
DM authority to make .11 MM
ofi campus.
|MU police would patrol
student housing areas along
Port Republic Road and South
Mam Slavt, wliere the bulk of
noise violations reported to ihe
HPD originate
Harper aatunatai that ai
least half of the 1,565 noise
complaints made in 2000 were
reported in student housing
cornplexes, ecoDkhns to the
Feb 19 issue of Vie Brtvze.
■,vPARKI\G.page4

Commuters get three levels;
changes in effect for fall
BY EMILY SIKIKI

SGA Reporter
Hie breakdown of parking
spot designations for the parking deck as determined by the
Parking Advisory Committee
was announced at Tuesday's
student
Government
Association meeting. The deck
is scheduled to open at the
start of the fall semester.

SGA
With 11 of the committee's
17 members present, as well as
three representatives from the
SGA executive board, the committee allotted students nearly
300 of the 490 available spots.
"I was satisfied with the
number of spaces that were
going
to
each
group,"
Committee Chair Towana
Moore said. "I think the
Parking Advisory did a good
job of considering all the people involved."
The top three levels of the
live-level
deck
will
be
reserved for commuter Student parking, while the bottom two levels will be open to
faculty and staff.
Levels three and four will
each offer 110 commuter spots,
and level five will have 77 for
a total of 297 units.
Level one will provide 84
spaces for faculty and staff

end level two 109 to equal L98
slots.
To compensate on-uimpu*students, lots C-6, C-7 and C-tf,
all located in the Village area,
will be changed to resident
parking lots by the fall.
Carrier lends advice
IML Chancellor Rona'ld
Carner offered words of
advice and encouragement u
SGA members as the meeting's guest speaker. Carrier,
who served M JMU president
for 27 years, told Ihe student
leaden that JMU can grow
and change only as a result of
those who attend it and want
to help its progression.
It is the responsibility of .ill
people in this dynamic commimitv to help remake and
reshape this institution to meet
the needs of even' Individual
working in its environment'
Carrier aakL
Funding matters
a top concern
Ten new finance hill-- wen
introduced to SGA thai week
and were referred to the
finance committee tor review
[uetda) marked the final da)
for finance bull to fcx
ted to SGA t<> .i Hi Kate money
from the contingency fund to
student organizations without
having to go before the SGA
executive board for a special
request. Much of the tundmg
allotted for student organi/a-

bone to used during bna spring
for club-sponsored ftctivi
nid [unior Michael Flahert)
SGA vice president of admin
rstraove attain
■ l l>e trend hea been that
dube I eve 11 enc [I i request
funds] more in the Spring than
in the ■all," Flahert]
In other money matters,
SGA'a front end Budget meeting will take place April ; i ins
i- a mght when SGA members
allocate money i«> front end
budgeted student organise
none
Currenth, eight student
oigani/.ilions .ire front-end
budgeted, while the more than
250 other groups request
I from Si lAnom theconUngencj fund Ihe front-end
budgeted groups include the
l'ni\ersii\ Program hoard.
SGA, Sports Cluh Council,
Black
Student
MI
Intel traternitv
c ouncil,
Student
Ambassadors,
Panhefienk ( ouncfl and [Ml

\AACP.
A bill proposed last week
calls for Campus Assault
Responsl
(< AR1 > to be
included among the FEB
groups, rhe hill is being
researched
b\
the SGA
Finance Committee .\^o\ It has
not \<
mined II the
bill WillCOme t>>.i vote prior to
the l I'M meeting.
e funds
itermined by SG \ to be
used throughout the school
year, in past yean, no I BB
group ha-- requested more
money from the contingency tund.

Chou sentenced for felony
Given suspended sentences, three years probation
BY MBOHAN MI IRPHY
senior writer

A JMU student was given
suspended sentences luesday
ending more than a year of
court appearances
Senior Brian
5 Chou
was
given a suspended
sentence Of three
yean In i ^-t.■ t* ■
penitentiary t"i
taking indecent
liberties with a
child, a felony, and I suspended sentence of 12 months in jail
for sexual battery. I nusde*
meanor Chou was also given
thai- yean of probation. He
■ISO must receive intensive

counseling
Sophomore pitcher Chris Cochran pitched 7 2/3 innings, giving up two runt and
seven hits while striking out six. helping the Dukes win thler 900th victory In
the 32-year history of JMU baseball.

Commonwealth Attorney
Marsha Ciarsl was seeking
incarceration, while Chun's
ttl.tm.,.'

I,,!,,, U..ll..r...

i.».,l

Chou would be facing lifelong punishment because he
has already been convicted ol 1
telonv.
Chou pled no contest to the
.nine-- during his iv, 6 trial
lie was charged in lanuary
21**) with aggravated sexual
battery and taking indecent lib
eities with a child I loWl Wl
the aggnvated sexual batten
charge WM ivdiucd to sexual
battery, 1 lesser felon) because
of laik of t\ Idence mmi the
prosecution.
"My view of it was that it
wa~
a
probation
OBSt/
HoDoran said.
In an unrelated incident,
Chou was charged with eleo
tronkally transmitting and K\\^
playing sexually explicit visual
material involving a iluld in
November 2000, although the
charges
were
dropped
( bargee wen- based on a wit-

viewing child pomograph) in
the Norm Rivet Pubut I ibrary
in Bridgewater
1 In
complaintanl
later
admitted sl»- had misidentlfied Chou.
Chou was heiii »ithoul bail
in tin' Rot kmghain Count) Kill
for several days for thai charge.
I'noi to those charges, he
was also charged toi violating
his bond terms when he was
at
the
Habitat for
1 lumanit) 1 leW Feat on • am
pus in May 2lNi() where he
was. handing oul brochures
with ins business< lass
Chou was held wirhoul U»IKI
for one day for thai charge
"I think it tC hoi 1 - total lime
in faifynun have had an impact
ow the [udr.e 1 loUoran said.
I toUoran argued thai ( hou's
crimes were a lapse of judgement bui Garat said in her final
sit III \i
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY, FEB. 22

• Campus Crusade for Chnst large group meeting, 8 p.m..
Health Sciences Building lecture hall, e-mail Dan at ffynnd)

SUNDAY, FEB. 25
• Fellowship of Christian Athletes meeting. 7:30 p.m.,
Godwin 337

TO SUBMIT A DUKE
DAY EVENT:
E-mail Richard at The Breeze at saksharh with the information (event, date, location, contact info, etc.) Please
submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday lor a
Thursday issue
Organizations who had a weekly item running in the calendar last semester, please re-send your information to
Richard for this semester

• Turning Point Globalization Roadshow: globalization
presentation. 8 p.m.. PC Ballroom, learn about the evils

POLICE LOG

WEATHER

PASEY BONDS
\ police reporter

Today
An alleged hit and run and property damage
incident was reported by a student on Feb 15
and reportedly occurred between 3:30 and
4.50 p.m. in R2 lot
A JMU student reported that an unknown
person reportedly struck a 1989 Chrysler with
another vehicle. Damage to the passenger
side ol the vehicle is estimated at $2,000
Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol
• James J Nebgen. 20, ol Smithtown. NY.
was arrested and charged with driving under
the influence ol alcohol on Feb 20 at 3 a.m. at
the Howard Johnson Inn.
Underaged Possession of Alcohol
• Rosana Niklar. 18. ol Springfield, was
arrested and charged with underaged possession ol alcohol in White Hall on Feb 17 at
12 50 am
• Chnstopther A. Short. 19. of Vienna, was
arrested and charged with underaged possession of alcohol in Garber Hal on Feb. 17 at
2 10 am
• Sarah E Ingram. 18. ol Troutwlle. was

NEWS

ol globalization, corporate domination and environmental degradation

• Baptist Student Union large group prase and worship. 5:30 to
7 p.m. Baptist Student Center on comer of Cantrell Avenue and
Main Stieet

arrested and charged with underaged possession ol alcohol at Taylor Hall on Feb. 18 at 2
a.m.
• James J Nebgen, 20. ol Smrthtown, NY,
was arrested and charged with underaged
possession of alcohol on Feb 20 at 3 a.m. al
the Howard Johnson Inn.

Partly cloudy

Grand Larceny
• A wallet was reported stolen from a victim in
Wilson Hall on Feb. 19 at 10 p.m
The wallet reportedly contained S36 cash,
an operator's license, a credit card and other
miscellaneous items.

3

New e-commerce program

3

SGA

3

OPINION
House Editorial.
JMU police shouldn't patrol
off campus

8

Spotlight: What is the strangest
e-mail forward you have
ever received?
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In university we trust, perhaps
to a fault
By Steven Glass

I

Darts and Pats

9

Iraq up lo its old tricks again.
Bush responds
By Beniamin Thompson
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High 32 Low 23

Underaged Consumption of Alcohol
• A JMU student was judically relerred for
underaged consumption of alcohol on Feb 20
at 3 a.m. at the Howard Johnson Inn.
Dangerous Practices
• Two JMU students were judicially referred
for dangerous practices when they reportedly
set off fireworks at Garber Hall on Feb. 17 at
10:43 p.m.

Globalization roadshow
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lde Mill Village
$300 REBATE OR FREE
ETHERNET, PHONE AND CABLE!!
ITS YOUR CHOICE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate or FREE ethernet, phone
and cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Some full units are still available!
i|.

J)„

i|-

ij-

•Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

V

O

O

O

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.
11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

jvM

ANTAGF REALTY

ANAGEMBNT GROUI'
INC

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking areas and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

<£S (540)432-9502
hem www.oldemillvillage.com
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"We are focused on envisioning
and striving towards a society
respectful of basic human rights
and environmental wisdom."

■ E-commerce savvy
Yes. even JMU is trying lo
get in on the action - with
a new COB concentration

JENNY SCHOCKEMOEHL

sophomore

Amnesty to hold Roadshow
for globalization awareness
BY RYLA NAWEED

conlribulinf! writer

lliRMMi PIMVI ROADSHOW II II k I III 1(11 S-i III Jl \\1 SI III « M Ml Hill

The controversial topic of globalization will be examined
this weekend when the Turning Point Globalization
Roadshow comes to JMU. The event is sponsored by JMU's
chapter of Amnesty International and will feature presentations on campus Sunday and Monday.
The Roadshow is comprised of a group of people who
travel around the country and dedicate their time educating whoever they can about these issues.
junior Antigone Ambrose, president of JMU's chapter of
Amnesty International, said bringing the Roadshow to |MU
was initially Amnesty member sophomore Jenny
Schockcmoehl's idea.
"Globalization is a term used basically to mean that our
world is becoming more global," Schockemoehl said.
"Borders between nation states are decreasing. No one
argues that this is inherently wrong, the issue is, in what
ways are we now communicating with our neighbors?"
Shockemoehl said the JMU chapter of Amnesty believes
in a future in which people's welfare and the survival of the
planet are more important than corporate profits.
"We are focused on envisioning and striving towards a
society respectful of basic human rights and environmental
wisdom," she said.
John Johnson is one speaker/performer coming to JMU
as part of the Roadshow.
The mission of Turning Point Roadshow is to educate
people about the environmental and social consequences of
corporate globalization, and to inspire people to act and join
the worldwide movement for democracy, justice and environmental sanity," Johnson said via posted statement
(u"U»n»./isfs iru1yriieiiiti.org).
Johnson said specific goals of the Roadshow are to educate citizens, to give alternatives to globalization and to
give people a way to act and be connected with their community. "Our main presentation will include spoken word,
a slide show accompanied by acoustic music ... We will
offer a variety of workshops designed to educate people,"
he said on the Web site.
The main presentation will be on Sunday at 8 p.m. in PC

Ballroom. The workshops will take place in Taylor 202 and
404 on Monday. Some topics the workshops cover include
learning about the global economy and learning about the
World Trade Organization
The final activity for the Roadshow will be musical
performances by David Rovics and Billy the Squid at the
Little Grill in downtown Harrisonburg from 9 to 11
p.m. Monday.
"We would like to perform for as many people as possible," Johnson said.
Sophomore Laura Tashjian said of the Roadshow, "I'm
excited about it. It's about time that these issues are brought
to the table."
Sophomore Chris Martines said, "It'd be interesting as a
business major — especially for an international business
major — to see how other nation's economies work."

Problems addressed will Include:
NAFTA allowing corporations to abandon thousands
of southeast workers so that these companies can
relocate to Mexico to take advantage of lower
environmental standards and labor laws
• Negotiations between 34 nations in the Western
Hemisphere are currently being held to express, plans
for the expansion of NAFTA.
• Free Trade Areas of the Amencas leveraging
NAFTA workers against workers in Guatemala and
Haiti, continuing the circle of exploitation
RYAN VVinoSKViiniphusrtliror

more at

E-commerce to be new
concentration in COB
BY KILEY WALAWKNDUR

contributing writer
To keep up with advancing technology, the
;College of Business will be offering a new marketing concentration in electronic commerce
beginning the spring 2002 semester

Concentration information
E-comrnerce. also known as e-business, will
Sirovide a new course (MKTG 370 e-commerce)
i»r the eight-course concentration. This course
will examine the commercial opportunities «ictf
ed by information technology and online threats
to existing business models. It will study the technology infrastructure and its application to fundamental marketing and business processes, as well
as strategies in pursuing electronic commerce initiatives, according to a COB course description.
Students in this concentration will also receive
an overview of the different hardware and software used. Thus, extensive computer lab time will
be necessary to provide a hands-on component to
the concepts prt-s4'nttil in the course. Ihe electronic commerce class will be taught in a lab setting, whereas the other courses will be taught in a
lecture setting.
Electronic commerce will be worth three credits and is scheduled to provide a foundation for
the marketing concentration in e-commerce.
Prerequisites for MKTG 370 will include COB 300
and acceptance into the e-commerce concentration in the marketing program.

Application process
According lo Ken Williamson, marketing pro
lessor and director of the bachelor of business
administration (BBA) core, due to faculty and
class space restraints, the new concentration will
only allow for 30 students
"We want to make the application proCBBS II
neat, clean and simple as possible," Williamson
said. "So we have decided to rank the top 30
applicants based on GPA."
Since the concentration originates from the
marketing program, the concentration will only
be open to marketing majors
The goal of this new concentration is to otitl I
bachelor of science degree program in e-burilWN
that draws the talent and expertise ot ihe faculty
from the COB, ISAT and SMAD
"We don't know when we'll get there, but we
are working diligently in that direction,"
Williamson said. "It will be Important to partner
with the private sector and engage |ni",r SCliva
Support to help us achieve our goal "

The COB is working to expand the number of
students they can accept into the concentration,
but enrollment will be limited to 30 for an indefinite period, Williamson said.

Preparing students for the future
"Our new course, e-commerce, and the new ecornmerce concentration of which it's a part, benefits students by marrying a solid grounding in
business fundamentals provided by the business
core curriculum with a solid grounding in the
technologies enabling the phenomenon of e-commerce," Williamson said. "It provides marketing
majors selecting this concentration with a deeper
exposure to information technology and its application to business processes than has heretofore
been available to them."
Williamson said COB Dean Bob Reid,
Associate Dean for Academic Programs
Charles I'ringle and levcraJ marketing professors have been key players in developing the
new concentration

a

PHOTO COURTESY Of LOS ANlitLtS TIMES WIRE SERVICE
Chris Farmer, 29, In front of the but he will use to take supplies to indigenous schools In Mexico.

Activist drives 'school bus for
peace' for Zapatista mission
Bv

MAROARI I RAMIRI/

Los Angeles Times

We want to make the
application process as
neat, clean and
simple as possible.
— Ken Williamson

marketing professor

99Student involvement lifts program
Not only faculty have been involved in developing the new concentration Sophomore finance
major frmle Specht, a member of the Student
Government Association's Academic Affairs
Committee, has also helped to get this new course
00 the ground.
'Next spring semester will be sort of a test
drive tor this new course," Specht said.
"Hopefully it will soon be able to be included in
the university as an e-business program, and not
HIM a COncentraHoa For the time being, topics
such as security threats, electronic payments, legal
issues and Web base tools specific toe-commerce
will be included."
Williamson said, It - exciting and gratifying
to know that these alum are making tangible commitments to engage with us."

WiU v/ork for food
Practfcut* ytudents; Sti((
t
#
tryin* to i»ake that 'A'?
ft A (i jft d
Ce« Totvi, Jen or Richard
VVW* J#
for worfc at x6699. Hake ver wawa />roo</«

The battered little yellow school bus filled with notebooks, pens, paint and fruit bounced into Los
Angeles looking for donations for a new indigenous school in the southern Mexican state of Chiapas.
At the wheel was Chris Farmer, a 29-year-old University of California Berkeley graduate hoping to
entice others to join him on his Zapatista mission.
Though he found no takers in Los Angeles for trie month-long bus ride through Mexico, he aroused
plenty of curiosity From college students to community activists to church leaders, people wanted to
know what this yellow bus to Chiapas was all about.
"People keep asking why I'm doing this, and I just wonder how can you not do this," said the
lanky, goateed Farmer, who became interested in the Zapatista rebel movement in college. "Until yesterday, I was known as just 'the driver' Now, 1 feel like I've become spokesman of this little school bus
for peace."
After Farmer delivers the supplies to the school, he plans to join a pilgrimage of Zapatista rebels
and supporters led by their leader, the man known only as Subcommander Marcos, who will march
from Chiapas to Mexico City, tracing the historic mute taken by Gen. Emiliano Zapata during the
Mexican Revolution. Marcos and other members of the Zapatista National Liberation Army are
expected to urge the Mexican Congress to pass legislation strengthening Indian rights.
The Zapatista National Liberation Army, a rebel group composed overwhelmingly of Maya
indigenous people, took up arms in an uprising on (an. 1, 1994, demanding indigenous rights and
political power. Since then, the Zapatista movement — led by the pipe-smoking intellectual
Subcommander Marcos — has grown into a global movement with activist groups embracing their
struggle as a larger fight for the poor and the oppressed.
The idea to take a busload of school supplies into Chiapas and join the Zapatista march arose from
a San Diego-based organization called Schools for Chiapas. The group, founded by San Diego teacher
Peter Brown, supports construction and development of indigenous schools in Chiapas.
In 1998, they helped build a technical junior high school in the village of Oventic. The school,
named the First of January Zapatista Rebel Secondary School, became the first institution for Maya
Indian children taught by Indigenous teachers.
Alter the school opened. Brown was expelled irom the country lor violating terms ot Ins tourist visa
by becoming involved in politics and directing the school's construction The Mexican government
regards the Zapatista school — and another one set to open — as unconstitutional because it was built
without authorization of the National Educational System
It was through the Schools for Chiap.is student group at Berkeley that Fanner learned of the
schools — and the plans to bnng supplies to them in the yellow school bus The thought struck something inside him.
"I always wanted to get a bus and drive around with a bunch of friends," he said. "When I heard
about this, it Kemed like an opportunity to do that and help a worthwhile cause.
"This is a really fundamental approach to solving problems in poor communities like Chiapas.
We're helping them build schools. "It's education, and that's a powerful weapon in itself."
Farmer acknowledges being an unlikely advocate for Zapatistas But, in his eyes, oppression comes
in different forms and llavors
"What oppression do I face'" he asks himtelf. I come from this while privileged background, just
graduated from college. But we're facing su( h preatuM to make money and make money. I just had to
ask myself, 'Do I want to be a part of that or make a difference?'"
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Plan calls for expansion
of JMU police authority
POLICE, from page 1
Harper said JMU's ability to Mend
officers to help in the city while effectively
performing their on-campus duties presents the greatest c*stacle to implementing
the plan.
"Probably the biggest one |obstarle|
would be the availability of resources from
)MU." Harper said. "That would probably
be the biggest hurdle in my estimation."
Hilton said, "With any kind of agreement like this, you would have to keep in
mind the relative resources available."
JMU police, with 19 patrol officers, is
less than one-third the size of the 66-member HPD.
If the HPD and |MU police reach an
agreement for expanding JMU's authority. Harper said a proposal for the
school's administration could be dratted

in one day.
If approved. JMU police would have
the same authority as the HPD once sworn
in by a circuit court judge.
"It's not that complicated to put together the draft that would go before the circuit
court to bring all this about," Harper said.
Harrisonburg Mayor Carolyn Frank
said the strict alcohol rules on campus
have pushed more drinking-related activities into the community and agrees with
the proposed initiative between the HPD
and JMU police.
"1 would be supportive of that."
Frank said.
Although city council approval is
not required. Harper said he will present the idea to the council within the
next month.
If the plan takes effect, the increased
duties for the JMU police will not be

brand new.
Through a mutual aid agreement, the
HPD requests temporary assistance from
JMU police to help with accidents, directing traffic and making arrests.
Harper said the agreement is typically invoked for graduation. Homecoming
and Parents Weekend JMU police usually assign one or two officers to patrol
student housing areas along Port
Republic Road and the area around
Purcell Park, Interstate 81, South Main
Street and campus.
Under the agreement, JMU police have
the same authority as the HPD for ,i gpacific time frame. Harper said the agreement to patrol usually lasts Thursday
evening through Sunday evening.
The proposed plan is a blanket agreement that would extend JMU poliic (his
authority on a permanent basis.

IN THE NEWS DEPARTMENT,
WE TREAT YOU RIGHT.
SUBMIT STORY IDEAS TO YOUR FRIENDLY
NEIGHBORHOOD NEWS SECTION.
Call x6699 and mention this ad for a 10% discount.

Hometown Music

GUIMM, AMPS, DRUMS ANO SOUHH

Hometown is
Expanding!

POLICE LOG, horn page 2
Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported that an unknown person had stolen a
brown leather wallet and its contents from UREC on Feb. 17
between 6 and 8 p.m.
Property Damage
• Unknown persons reportedly discharged a fire extinguisher from
the fourth floor to the ground floor in Chesapeake Han between 4:30
and 6:13 a.m. on Feb. 18.
Harassment
• Two JMU students In Spotswood Hall reportedr/ received
obscene and harassing phone calls at 5:07 a.m. on Feb. 18.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 28: 52

Frat loses charter
after student dies
BY KATIE PETERSON

Theta Chi national (raternitv
revoked the charter of Indiana
University's local chapter Feb.
15 after it served alcohol at a
party where a freshman student
sustained fatal injuries.
David
Westol, executive
director of Theta Chi, said the IU
chapter broke its January 2000
probation when the fraternity
served alcohol at a party against
the national organization's policy.
Seth Korona, a 19-year-old
freshman, was served alcohol
and sustained a head wound at
the Jan. 27 party. Korona died
Feb. 4. after spending several
days in a coma.
The decision to revoke the
charter and Korona's death were
"not direitly related." Westol
said.
Friends had noticed that
Korona was not recovering from
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what they had believed was a
hangover. An autopsy report
indicated that Korona suffered a
blunt force trauma, however,
foul play is not suspected.
"So far we have not found
any evidence that would lead us
to believe foul play was
involved in this case," said Lt.
Jerry Minger. "This is strictly a
voluntary investigation, therefore we can not estimate when
this investigation will be over."
The decision of abolishing the
fraternity will last for a "generation of students" said Dean of
Students Richard McKaig.
The members of the fraternity were evicted from their house
on Feb. 9, and are expected to
move out by mid-March. The
fraternity has a chance to renew
their charter in three years with
university permission.
Westol said he hopes to see
Theta Chi eventually return.
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Month of Tanning $35
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Buy 12 Tanning Visits for $27
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Heated Spa Glo Massage $35
Paraffin hand/foot dips $20

and get 6 more FREE

Highlights $35

Mud Masque Facial $25

Haircut $8 w/coupon

The University Program Board
presents

Wilson Hall
March 17
7 p.m.
Tickets Available
Friday, February 23
Warren Hall Box Office
9 a.m.

ALL TICKETS ARE FREE
(limit 2)

NO TICKETS CAN BE RESERVED BY PHONE
For more information, contact UPB
at X6217 or visit www.upb.org
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SGA, Sullivan
react to riot report
M. t. ■• '

'

All PBB groups budget!
ira itro based, meaning
each group is nol guaran
Iced ,1 certain amount.
Allocation! are based on the
groups priorities, said |unior
Pete Swerdzewski, SGA vice
president for studenl affairs.
Announcements from
the president'
S«'A
Presidenl
Maw
Sullivan said that he is working on s projeel concerning
IMU's puhlu .in.l .ommunity

ictabom. Although no details
wen given, Sullivan said the
project Includes the Issue of
August's Pores) I BUs riot and
,i recenl summary report
released by the Harrisonburg
Police Department
An article In the Hob. 19
Issued rfc Bns i stated th.it
a two-page summary of an in
depth intcTn.il police report
about the incident was
released to the public

Sullivan said he was under
the impression that the lull
report would be made public.
( ontinm\l attempt! will be
made to have the lull police
report released k) the public as
part of Sullivan's prOM I

Class council elections
moved
A bill to change the timing
of class council elections was
passed by a large majority,
as many in S<;A said they
believe the rU\ hons currently receive inadequate .itten
tion. Since 1995, class council elections have taken place
on the third Tuesday of the
fall semester
At-l^rge
Sen.
Levar
Stoney, a freshman, said candktatsa need more time to
prepare for the year's activities. He said the issue is "one
of the main challenges that
SGA can tackle as a group to
make the class council and
SGA more effective
These arguments supported

the Class Council Elections
l lunge hill and its amend
mints that would move class
council elections to the third
Wednesday after spring break
pending executive approval.
Ihese elections would take
place the week after the SGA
and Honor Council major electu.ns and be for positions for
the next school ve.ir
Representative junior Chris
Fortier said the change in election dates "would give more
lime over the summer for
newly eltvhxl class councils to
discuss important matters and
plan events for the upcoming
school year."
The final amendment to the
bill states that a committee
will be established to "evaluate and report on the change
to determine its plausibility as
.1 permanent amendment to
the [SGA] constitution "
If approved by the SGA
executive board, the change in
class council election dates
will be a trial run.

KAREN M I'l I IAN ..'..".''i-'-'W'1"
SGA members applaud a speech by Chancelor Ronald Carrier at a meeting Tuesday night. Carrier
offered advice about the growth of JMU and urged that Involvement is key to progression.

Student sentenced on several charges
STUDENT, from page I
argument that Ghou commited criminal actions and it
wasn't just a lapse of judgement She called three witthe victim, the victim's mother and a friend of
the victim's mother
The mother's tnend said in lier tesUmonj that the vic-

tim had seen C hou SI ski instructor attire, at Massanutten,
alter the ilkidenl and was extremely frightened.
The victim said both she and her Mend! wen1
slill tearful of Chou and wouldn't feel safe unless he was
in, HI ,-r.iiixl The victim's mother said her daughter now
has a tear of men, including her t,ither..is a result of her
encounters with Chou

Heard something interesting today?
Call the neWS desk and tell Tom, Jen
& Richard at x6699

VUWWWYWWWWWWWWWWWWWY"st£
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
Wi not to early to atari looking!
I ., ellent summei |ob foi Undents. $10.00 per hour lo.pack and load boxes of hies. May 14
through July 20. Must be 18 years old. Iherite, able-bodied, and able lo repeatedly lift 30 lbs.
Musi have hiuh school diploma or GED. Criminal background check and fingerprinting wi
be required. Drug screen is required of those who pass background check To obtain application materials, please contact Lisa lil/.gerald in Human Resources at 434-7079 between
1:00 pm and 4:30 pm or e-mail: lmf@sci-ine.com. An EOE/AA Employer.

GRAPHICS
If interested in being Graphics Editor for The
Breeze, please submit a cover letter and resume to
The Breeze office in the basement of AnthonySeeger by Tuesday, Feb. 27 at 5 p.m.

SEUnc.
220 University Blvd.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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ROOMMATE
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WWW.SUNCHASE.NET

442-4800
get your resume to the Breeze to meet
today's deadline at 5p.m.
check out www.thebreeze.org for a job description
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Practice makes

perfect.
CURRENT SUNCHASE
RESIDENTS-

Take a practice test at JMU!

CALL ABOUR OUR LATEST

WHEN:
Saturday, February 24

$100 SPECIAL!!!

10am

WHERE:
Barruss Hall
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1-800-KAP TEST
kaptost.com

Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners
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NEWS

College News
Two teens arrested in connection
with Dartmouth slayings
Two days after announcing a huge break in the
murders of Dartmouth College protessors Half
and Susanne Zantop. authorities in Henry
County. Ind announced the arrest Monday morning of two teenagers in connection with the Jan.
27 slayings
Henry County Sheriff Kim Cornk confirmed
that police arrested Robert Tulloch. 17. and
James Parker. 16. at 4 a m Monday and
charged them with two counts each of firstdegree murder.
At a news conference Monday. Cornk said that
he heard via CB radio that a truck dnver was carrying two teenagers looking for a ride to
California. Cornk said that the truck driver was
unaware that the students were wanted by
police
Authorities communicated with the dnver and
said that he'd volunteer to pick up the teenagers
at a nearby truck stop, where Henry County Sgt.
Bill Ward, posing as a truck driver, apprehended
the teenagers without incident.
Cornk said that New Hampshire authorities
expect to arrive in Indiana Monday afternoon
Authorities had announced on Saturday a
nationwide search for Parker and Tulloch, both of
whom reside approximately 25 miles from the
college
Both students fled early last'week, but returned
home a few days later before leaving again.
No details have been released regarding the
relationship between Parker and Tulloch and the
two professors
Orange County. Vt, Sheriff Dennis McClure
sad Monday the students became suspects after
one purchased a military-style knife on the
Internet. Tulloch and Parker allegedly stabbed the
professors multiple times m the chest and head
McClure said that authorities asked the pair
last week to provide fingerpnnts. which they did,
and that the prints matched enough to warrant
Ihe weekend-long investigation.

Rutgers student shot to death
near campus
A Rutgers University student was shot to death

Monday while sitting in a car near the Camden.
N J. campus.
Hiram Rota, a senior finance ma|or. was pronounced dead around 10 p.m., Feb. 19, at
Cooper Hospital, after a university police officer
and a local physician attempted to revive him at
the scene of Ihe cnme.
Polce have made no arrests and will not comment on a possible motive behind the killing. It is
likely that Rosa was acquaintances, "in the loosest sense of the word," with his killer, said
Camden County Prosecutor's Office spokesman
Greg Reinert
We know enough to know that this wasn't a
random shooting." Reinen said "We believe he
was at least aware of the perpetrators."
In the wake of the murder, the university made
counseling services available to students and
faculty members.
"Such a violent, meaningless act affects all of
us profoundly." said Rutgers University provost
Roger Dennis in a letter to the campus community As a campus, we will do everything in our
power to prevent such a tragedy Irom ever occurnng again."

Skinhead convicted in 1992 murder
of California student
A member of a skinhead gang was recently
convicted in the murder of a Santa Monica college student as two members of his gang
WMI had
The Ventura County jury convicted Justin
Mernman. 20. Feb 13 (or first-degree murder of
Katrina Montgomery, a Santa Monica College
student According to-the Los Angeles Times.
Mernman was also convicted of 18 other
charges, including witness intimidation and raping two other women. Mernman is eligible for the
death penalty.
Montgomery disappeared on Nov 28. 1992,
after leaving a party in Oxnard. Calif. and her
bloodstained pickup truck was later found abandoned m the Los Angeles National Park Years
passed and investigators were unable to find a
lead on the case until several breaks in the case
led authonties to Mernman Prosecutors indicted
him in Jan. 1998.
According to the Los Angeles Times, the
motive of the killing was the fact that Mernman

MAKE THE WORLD YOUR GYM

wanted a relationship with Montgomery. When
she spumed him however, Mernman raped her
and later viciously beat her with a wrench and
stabbed her
This was backed up by the testimony of Larry
Nicasslo and Ryan Bush, both members of
Memman's skinhead gang Nicasso told jurors
he stared out a window, but turned to see
Mernman holding a knife to Montgomery's throat
asking, "Where's her jugular?" In closing arguments, Mernman's attorney argued that he did kill
Montgomery but it was in the heat of the
moment, while prosecutors pointed to evidence
they said showed premeditation

Every year, thousands of college students
escape the stress of exams and cold weather by
heading south for spring break. But many students are tricked into buying deals on springbreak packages and end up being the victims of
scams
"Sometimes searching for the best deal can
land students far from paradise and cost them
more than they bargained for." said Jack
Mannix. president ol the Institute of Certified
Travel Agents That's why it is so important they
proceed with caution as an educated consumer."
Student Travel Association, the only full-service
travel agency on campus for students, is taking
more precautions this year by being more selective with the spring-break companies they do
Rockhurst U. frat upset
business with
over suspension
Deanna Schuppel. branch manager for STA
travel, assures students that STA is doing its best
Rockhurst University fraternity members are to prevent potential spring break scams from
crying foul after university officials handed down happening this year.
a three-year suspension for hazing violations, the
"We are taking more precautions this year so
Kansas City Star reported
students are informed about what could go
According to university officials, pledges of wrong." she said "We've narrowed down the
Sigma Alpha Epsikxi were forced to let members spring-break companies we are using to elimiof the fraternity use their dining cards, clean nate the problems we've had in the past."
members rooms and engaged in "one instance of
Schuppel said the biggest issue in spnng break
physical force." Only six of the fraternity's onginal scams is charter flights
10 fall semester pledges continued throughout
"Charter flights are a tug concern because they
the process
are cheaper, so students will buy them, but at the
These are good guys," Mark Curry, SAE's same time these are the same flights that cause
liaison between the local and national chapters students' tnps to be delayed." she said.
told the Kansas City Star Though Curry admitted
According to ICTA. charter flights operate
that SAE members acted inappropriately in some under very different rules than traditional cominstances, he said the actions did not warrant mercial airlines and can change schedules at the
such a harsh punishment
last minute with no mandated compensation or
The hazing wasn't physical." he said "It didn't alternative transportation.
involve alcohol. But the university has said,
This year, to forewarn the students about the
'We're going to use this against you."
potential risks of charter flight trips, STA is letThis was the first such suspension at the Jesuit ting them know the precautions ahead of lime
college, Liz Brent. Rockhurst's vice president for and requiring students to purchase travel
student development, told the Star.
insurance.
ICTA recommends students take precautions
before
choosing a spring-break company, like
Spring break scams abound
performing
a background check on the company
for college students
and the airline
Schuppel tells students to be wary and careful
As spring break creeps around the corner, about choosing a spring-break operator.
many people will be looking forward fo tons of
"Do your research ahead of time," she said. "If
sun and of course tons of Tun. But what these it seems too good to be true, it probably is."
people won't see coming is the threat of spnng
break scams
— from wire reports

Bigger is
Better.

which kxal climbing guru?
20% Off Climbing Gear
For 1st Correct Answer
ino muttpte docomtsi

1544F.artMirUt Strett

540.434.7234

Discounts expire 2/28/01

10% OFF CLIMBING GEAR WITH MENTION OF THIS AD

SPRING BREAK!!!
FIRST STOP!

Devon Lane Townhomes
Only 3 Units left for Fall!
New upscale 3-level, 3-bedroom units
close to campus
All new units
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Name Brand and Designer Fashions
at up to 70% off
Department Store Prices.
EVERYDAY!!!
RUGGED WEARHOUSE
CLOVERLEAF SHOPPING CENTER
129 South Carlton ST.
Harrisonburg, VA.

All new appliances
Washer & dryer

WalktoJMU
Extra 1 /2 bath
3 private baths with tub & shower

1650 sq. feet

Laundry room in each unit

2 living areas

3 levels for privacy

Walk-in closets

Individually wired rooms

574-8413 Call for your tour 487-6776
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Paid position available
The Breeze is looking for a
graphics editor. If interested,
please submit a cover letter and
resume to The Breeze office by
Tuesday, Feb. 27 at 5 p.m.

WASHINGTON SEMESTER
SPEND THE SPRING

2002

SEMESTER IN WASHINGTON

♦ Earn a full semester's worth of
JMU Political Science credit.

For more information...

♦Take internship (4-6 credits) plus
3-4 classes.
Live in JMU-arranged housing
located in one of DCs finest
neighborhoods.
♦Pay only JMU tuition
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♦Open to all majors.

The results are in ...
ONLINE POLL RESULTS
What do you think of the GenEd program?
here are the /op
two responses:
For the most pun II s a
good progr im: it just
needs some fi ic Inning.

24%

See Dr. Jones durning
special office hours
(Maury 206) Tue, Feb.27th
10am-2pm
or email jones3da@jmu.edu
♦Web Page:
wvvw.jmu.edu/polisci/wash.htm
♦Political Science Office:
Maury 118
568-6149

Personal Attention In A Comfortable Atmosphere

General Orthopedics
Sports Injuries

I waste of my time. The program
I to be overhauled completely.

Visit www.thebreeze.org
62% |Let your voice be heard!

EARN AND LEARN
Want to Work for a Fortune 500 Corporation?

Back J Neck Care

BACK IN ACTION PHYSICAL THERAPY
755-F CANTRELL AVE. (Next to Hardees) HARRIS0NBURG, VA

We've got the opportunity.
It's time for you to get started.

BECOME A STUDENT ASSOCIATE
with JMU Dining Services
Now Hiring lot All Locations Across Campus Including
Gibbons Dining Hall, Festival Food Court
Madison Grill. Mrs. Green's. PC Dukes
Special Events/Catering
Work with Fun, Friendly People*
Convenient Work Schedule to Meet Your Needs*
inlo (or .» Cash Bonus .it the End of the Semester'
Gift Certificate* & Other Merchandise!
For More Information. Please Contact
Patrice Paden. Human Resources Manager at 560-3103 or -3520
On Your Mark,
Get Set.

JfARAMARK

& Scheduling

We File Most Insurance
Claims For You

564-1600

Pointed JLodtf, Hottim,
Tattoos & Piercings

Want to develop your interpersonal skills ?
Would you like the opportunity to gain management oxporionco~>

Ready to Launch Your Career
Batore You Graduate?

Flexible Hours

Hand Therapy

Bum & Wound Care

JMU Dining Services Student Employment Program

NO UMTS

D.C.

"Give yourself tlsce
feo iieal before jou peel!
Come in today and get the piercing of your choice
in time to show it off for Spring Break!
Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio
HOURS:
Tues - Sat: 12 - 7pm
Closed Sun & Mon
Walk-ins Welcome

*

433-5612
www.paintedladytattoo com
200 South Avenue Off Rte 42

&

WALK TO CAMPUS
10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS
3, 4, & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ETHERNET

$23S/BEDROOM

Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information.
8:ooa.m. -10:00 p.m. 434-3509
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Topic What is the
strangest e-mail forward
you have ever received?
"It gave me an
800 number to
listen to a duck
quack."

- r-k
Amanda White

HOUSE

sophomore, economics/hislory
"/ always delete
forwards."

Lauren Paradise
sophomore, theatre
"To go fight a war
in Israel."

Mike Burton
junior, undeclared

"The many ways
to take a crap."

Ritchie Bermudez
freshman, music

"/
got
an
attachment that
turned the whole
screen
upside
down, and I'm
tired of standing
on my head."

Susan Blair
sophomore, social work
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EDITORIAL

JMUpolice shouldn't patrol off campus
Nearly six months after the
Aug 25 Forest Hills riot, the
Harrisonburg Police Department released their long-awaited
summary. Too bad the summary,
which was baaed on the HI'D riot
report, was only two pages long.
The brevity of the summary is clisappointing to say the least, espe
cially considering that the unreleased report is several inches thick.
Many students worked hard to
ensure that everyone's perspectives
were heard. Having only two pages
to show for a half-year's work
hardly seems adequate.
However, such a short document
has raised quite a few questions
and issues, the HI'D recommended that the already busy JMU police
should "take a larger role in handling illegal activity off campus,"
according to the Feb. 19 issue of The
Breeze. Apparently the HI'D hasn'l
noticed the slew of peeping incidents on campus. Or maybe they
haven't realized that the JMU police
have s whole campus of their own
to worry about. The JMU police
should focus on their task at hand:
protecting the campus there are

enough problems for them to deal
with within the campus confines.
When JMU students move off
campus, they begin to be integrated
into the community. They pay rent
to non-JMU affiliated companies,
shop at community stores and get
to know their non-student neighbors. Students realize that when

uBut JMU doesn't have
the resources, money or
otherwise, to send its
officers patrolling off
campus.

-n-

they move off campus, they are
supposed to adhere to Harrisonburg laws. While this may not
always happen to some people's
satisfaction, that's no reason to pass
the off-campus students back into
the hands of the JMU police.
Ironically, Harrisonburg Police
Chief D.G. Harper admitted that

THE GLASS IS HALF FULL

the main causes of the problem-. ,ii
the riot weren't JMU students.
"I still strongly believe that the
majority of the problems we had
were not necessarily caused by
JMU students," Harper said.
So why are we being treated like
we were? Actions speak louder
than words, and the recommendation to have JMU police step in
more says loud and clear that the
HPD wants to wash its hands of
off-campus JMU students. How is
having JMU police working off
campus regularly going to help
anything? It may take some work
off their shoulders and it'll conveniently take the blame off them
when something goes wrong.
But JMU doesn't have the
resources, money or otherwise, to
send its officers patrolling off campus. Where would the extra officers and extr,a funding come
from? Academics, perhaps? Students come here to learn, not to
live in a police state.
The HI'D should modify its
own
behavior if it wants
changes, not try to pass it off on
someone else.

STEVEN GLASS

In university we trust, perhaps to a fault
Tlie other day I had the
pleasure
of
sitting
:hn>ugh a dan discussion about ethics. I found the
di-.u-.sion riveting, ,is countless itudents offered their
"personal" beliefs .lbout wh.it
constitutes ethical behavior
Ironically, as my friend pointed out, we were having this
discussion in a public relations
Claw the very nature oi public
relations, no matter how cute
and fuzzy I'K practitioners try

think lor ourselves. Are our
higher educated brains really
nothing more than a cesspool
Of pesti looking moosh infested (or infected, depending on
how you look at it) with the
of others?
Yes, as college students we
have come here to learn, (or, in
the very least build on the
foundation our parents began)
but there is a difference
between being scholarly and
proffering original thought
to make it sound, is nothing MS, through the miracle of
mute than dkktng someone
GenEd we are
over on behalf of your client, ' enlightened
which isn't very ethical. I am
with the ideas
certain that each student's
of Buber and
I.uther and of
espousal was taken verbatim
from COUntteSI dinner discusdifferent
sions they had growing up global
reliwith their parents
gions and the
Such a suspicion is based
physics
behind a cupon the fact that as the offspring
cake, but does
ol parents who would conskF
that make us
sr themselves fairly liberal, I
hold a fairly liberal \ lew ol the
enlightened?
world myself and assume that
|usi because we can spout off
most .it my peers hold similar
the central tenants of the
views .is then parents about
treaty Ol Versailles doesn't
core issues My suspicion was
mean we have achieved our
p.irti.illv lontirmed when an
mission of becoming enlightoutspoken student In the class. ened s, holars Throughout the
when asked by the |mS>Mm.
PR discussion and other disadmitted that she shared
cussions I have sat through, I
many el the Same polllual idehave noticed that students
ologies as her parents.
have a healthy command of
In any event, the discus
what their tea, hers want them
sion went on 10 sound like a
to know, but little reflection on
menagerie of different pas
what that knowledge truly
sages of curriculum text
means, and why it is they
books, the students offering
should know it.
these passages saving themMuch is made by stuseh es from plagarism only by
dents of "the bubble"
prefacing them with "I think."
Ihey leel they inhabit
or "I believe'' as they Hied to when they are in Harriettspass them ofl -is their own
burg, sheltered from the realicognitive designs
ties that lie turther than InterThis led me to wonder.
state 81. lias this bubble total
alter silting in on many discusIv Isolated us from what we
sions of a similar nature durshould really know? One pering my tenure here, whether son I talked to said, "I don't
we are nothing more than
read the newspaper; I'll read
products of someone elsethe newspaper next year when
thinking, or whether we really
I'm working." My mommate

a

told me another story of a student he visited at another university who couldn't tell him
who the vice president is or
what title Janet Reno used to
hold; and this student was a
| - 'HOC .11 science major!
political
Thbis apathetic approach
toi
toward
current events
mi
made
me wonder how a
discussion on ethics, or anything else of global importance, is possible, and sadly I
am afraid the PR discussion I
sal in on only confirmed that it
is not. As one
of the participants of the
discussion
erroneously
asserted, it
seems that
America
only
takes
issue with a
situation if
its own interests are at
stake. One of the examples
they cited was manufacturer s
use of foreign labor to produce
clothing and other products in
less-than-ideal working conditions, and the fact that the
United States doesn't see the
need to halt importing such
products because we get them
at such discounted prices. This
person seemed to be insisting
that we lake some action
against this, yet was probably
wearing clothing that was
made somewhere else in the
world
under
less-thanhumane conditions.
When we do look beyond
the walls of JMU at bigger
domestic and global issues, we
rarely seem to hit the mark
Going back to the sweatshop
labor issue, people on this
campus have crusaded against
selling JMU app.uel made in
domestic sweatshops, yet
seem to check their political
conscience at their closet

Mm his made... of'the
bubble'they feel they
inliabit when in...
Harrisonburg.

door when slipping into
clothes that were made in foreign sweatshops.
When flag burning came to
JMU, we saw the American
flag bumed by demonstrators
who offered little explanation
for their actions, prompting
many lo ask why they bumed
an American flag in the first
place. Some of those asking
why pushed to have a bill
passed by the Student Government Association to prohibit
flag burnings on campus Perhaps had they researched this
issue more, these people
would have discovered that
there is a federal concession
that allows for the burning of
the American flag (read: Bill ol
Rights) that would have
superceded any law the SGA
passed against burning the
flag, thereby making the SG As
bill moot.
Others who asked why
were those who were readv to
go to war against the flag
burners, claiming lhat their
lathers and grandfathers had
fought and died for the very
flag they had bumed. To those
people, I say perhaps had you
thought about it a little more,
you'd realize your fathers and
grandfathers actually fought and
died for our right (read: Bill of
Rights) to bum that flag peace
fully, and that the American flag,
in its simplest form is only a rep.
resentation of those freedoms

mVNIVEUITt,ptgt9
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Dans & Pals are submitted anon\mou\h and
printed on a spate a\tillable IHISIS. SnbmlS$kHU
are based upon one pmaH'« opinion nf a Riven
situation, per\on or event and do nut necessarily
reflect the intih

A "lhal's-so-darling" pal to K.C. for having the AKL
pledge class serenade us with "Pretty Woman" on
Valentine's night.
Sent in hy four pom stars across the way who just
named you U bum how much it made them smile.

A "thanks-for-nolicing" pat to the grateful junior who
was kind enough to acknowledge the JMU grounds
department's efforts of keeping our campus beautiful.
Sent in hy the grounds department flower crew who
really appreciated your morale-boosimv complum m

Dart...

Dart...

A"you-should-bc-proud-of-lhat-class au-iage" dart to
a certain professor who thinks that just because his class
average is "only" in the 80s he should make his quizzes
harder.
From a student who thinks your quizzes are hard
enough and would think more of you as a professor if
you placed your importance on making sure your students learn, rather than making sure their grades are
low enough to satisfy you.

A "shut-your-darn-inouth-and-pay-attention" dart to
the loud-mouthed bus driver who shut my foot in the
door Monday, then started driving away.
Sent in by a ticked-off sophomore with torn pants who
is thankful you almost hit another car so he had time to
getfree.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-the-suppon" pat to the a cappclla groups
who donated their time and wonderful talents to SOS
and helped us spread the word that we will not go down
without a fight.
Send hy an avid SOS supporter who came to JMU for
the diversity and not for the "revenue " sports.
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Pat...
A "you-rock" pat to Erin, the faculty and staff and all
the Eta Sigma Gamma members for all your hard work
and extra hours to make this week's Health Career's
Forum a huge success.
Sent in hy all lite Dukes who are trying to decide what
they want to he when they gmw up and appreciate your
efforts.

Dart...

Dart.
A "thanks-for-making-my-Valentine's Day" dart to the
scum who smashed in my car window and stole my
entire CD collection.
Sent in by a senior who really hopes that what goes
around comes around.

E-mail darn and/tats la hrcc/«lp@jnui.«iu
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Pat...

Pat-

Darts
and Pats

22, 2(K)I

A "you're-not-a-Harlem-(ilobclrotter" dart to the really cool kid who feels the need draw attention to himself
and put on a show by hazardously and Obnoxiou&h spinning trays on his finger at D-hall. We counted last Friday
— you dropped it three times, and caused people to
dodge flying objects twice.
Sent in by a few ladies who have volunteered to represent the general public on this one.

STEVEN GLASS

THE GLASS IS HALF FULL

University education isn't all there is to it
UNIVERSITY, from page 8

I'm not suggesting that I am the quintessential enlightened scholar by any
stretch o( the imagination. All I am sug-

gesting is that when we sit through lectures
and read our textbooks we think about what
all this knowledge means to us, and not just
what it means. What does gaining this
knowledge make us as individuals? How

does it influence our thoughts? Perhaps we
should all put down the Nintendo joysticks
and read the newspaper every once in a
while before we try to have a discussion or
demonstration about something we're all

pretending to know something about.
Steven Class isa senior SMAD major, theopinwn t;li
lor. and an Aries who seeks a SWF. 1S-H. with lilvral
views on sweatsliop labor and a love of gambling.

Send a Dart, Send a Pat!
E-mail Darts and Pats to glasssp@jmu.edu

&uWfk2001

Become a cake sponsor and help ease the problem of eating disorders at JMU!

Uow tnau/ hjuuffi, See umXj
name Uv &A Lit |Ws<
aouA/ cJUvOe to S££# bv $u>tfuu|j
(place cake design hero
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If you have any questions please write tojmucakewalk@hotmail.com.
All contributions will benefit the

Leslie George Memorial Fund for Eating Disorder Awareness.
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FROM THE WIRE t

BENJAMIN THOMPSON

Iraq up to its old tricks again, and Bush responds
Last Friday the United States and Britain
staged air strikes against radar stations and
air-defense command centers in Iraq,
including targets around Baghdad, in what
President Bush called a necessary response I"
Iraqi pnivocarion.
To many countries around the world, including France. Russia. China and many Arab states.
Iraq is being perceived as a victim. Who do the
big, bad United States and Bntain think the) are?
All the poor Iraqis want is a little food — they
would not harm a soul.
The facts say the opposite. In the last six
weeks, Iraqi forces have fired anti-aircraft
artillery at American and British aircraft 51
times and, more significantly, launched more
dangerous surface-to-air missiles on 14 occasions. Although none of those attacks succeeded
in hitting any of the allied jets, commanders
were concerned enough to seek permission to
widen their retaliation.
Officials said they believed the firings were a
deliberate attempt by Hussein to test the new
administration's resolve, since these six-week
totals are more than the previous six months combined. President Bush's stem response WM an
appropriate one. for the United States cannot
afford to show any weakness in dealing with
Hussein. But this action does not address the primary problem presented by the Iraqis.
Hussein is winning the war of world opinion.
The uproar caused by last week's air strikes is
only the latest example. More generally, the current sanctions against Iraq are depicted as starving the Iraqi people. Once again, most of the

world is quick to blame the United Stales, M ithoul
It is tlii- last tact thai is most alarming. Some
considering Hussein's role In the ssnctiorai and accounts Sty that Iraq's nuclear program has
ItttVttion of the Iraqi people.
exceeded pie-Gull War levels Were Iraq to develNo one considers the U.S. argument that, by op nuclear weapon-, the entire region could be
Complying with L'.V resolutions. Hussein could cast Into chaos Iraq has made its contempt for
gel those aancooni htteil i| any ttme And moM oi Israel clear OVCf the past weeks, calling on
tin- world falls to realize Sal ham lime 2100 11 Hussein's 6 5 million people to prepare for a lihad
I \\ ember 2000. despite all the hunger among the on Israel, and preparing what he calls ,i
Iraqi people, the I nited Nations reported thai "Jerusalem army" from an Iraqi military brigade
Hussein bought only $4.2 billion worth oi food and other volunteers. While these may be idle
and medicine for his people — even though threats, it i lusscin were willing to invade another
under the U.N. oil-for-food pnigram
Arab state, he is certainly
he had $7.8 billion to spend.
— CC
_ willing to attack Israel
Furthermore, in the last few
••
And were he to use nuclear
months it has been Iraq who has ... the limitation Of Iraq's weapons to do SO, then- is
taken on a threatening and belligerno doubt that Israel would
ent tone, not the United States |ust
military /Wh'cT IS
retaliate in kind, and that is
last month Hussein's son proposed
none of us wants
essential to the security ak) reality
that Iraq establish a new emblem that
imagine.
showed Kuwait "as an integral part
These reasons are why
... of the world.
Oi greater Iraq." Tariq Aziz, Iraq's
Iraq was the center of fordeputy prime minister, recently
eign policy in the first Bush
declared, "Kuwait got what it
administration and the hrst
deserved."
foreign action of both the
Hussein's victory in the court of world Clinton and George W Bush administrations.
opinion has resulted in a rapid detcriora
But the current Bush administration should
tion in the array of sanctions imposed by break with the last two in its approach to Iraqi
the United Nations in the early 1990s. sanctions Ihe t hnton administration was preocCommercial flights to Iraq with uninspected cupied with the peace process, and thus neglected
cargo have resumed and Saddam has obtained to e\ en tight Hussein in the court of world opinbillions of dollars in revenue from illicit oil sales ion, allowing I lussein to dominate the issue. The
that he can use to start rebuilding his capacity to result is that the current sanctions are unworkdevelop nuclear, chemical and biological able [bo man) countries blame Ihe sanctions for
weapons. Furthermore, no arms inspectors have the difficulties facing the Iraqi people without
set foot in Iraq since 1998.
considering Hussein's defiance and military

buildup. Therefore, those countries break the
sanctions with the intention of helping the
Iraqi people but with the unintended side
effect of allowing the smuggling of military
materials to Iraq.
The United Stales should therefore work to
transform the current embargo into a new
weapons ban in Iraq. Ihis.ution would alleviate the difficulties placed on the Iraqi people
and relieve the consciences o( those who are willing to break the current sanctions. It should be
much easier to Convince Iraq's neighbors to crack
down on the smuggling of weapons when they
know that fixxi and medical supplies are readily
available 10 the Iraqi people.
The new weapons ban should be a central
component to a strong military shield around
Iraq. The most recent air strikes are a good example of Ihe action required for this shield. This is the
only way to keep Iraq from rebuilding both its
army and its large-scale capabilities to develop
weapons of mass destruction.
Hussein has (wrongly) convinced the world
that the current sanctions are unfair.
Unfortunately. Ihe damage sustained in world
opinion and especially Arab opinion may be irreversible. Therefore, the United States should seek
lo transform Ihe current sanctions into a strong
ban on military weapons and military industry,
for the limitation of Iraq's military power is essential to the security of one of the most strategic
regions of the world.
TTiis column appeared in the Feb. 20.2001 issue of The
Badger Herald, Ihe Uniirnstu of Wisconsin's student

newtptper.

FROM THE WIRE

Heed Greenspan on tax cuts, debt payment
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan
Greenspan does not embrace excessive tax cuts. Neither should
Americans. When Alan Greenspan speaks,
everybody listens.
Thai's why such a furor erupted when
Ihe Federal Reserve Board chairman
suggested recently that some lax cuts
might help the U.S. economy through a
slow period.
Before the day had passed, tax-cut
cheerleaders
were
declaring
that
Greenspan had come around on the issue.
Some even suggested that he had
endorsed President George W. Bush's $1.6
trillion lax-cut proposal. Wrong.
Greenspan had not — and still has not
— embraced such excessive cuts. If anything, he has remained remarkably on

message, which he repealed several times claim that
last week: Pay down Ihe
Still,
average
national debt.
Americans
have
—
Minus Ihe prodding from
demonstrated
more
virtually every direction to
in dealing with
Greenspan has held the sense
bless lax cuts, Greenspan
the debt than many
might have staved neutral Bui
ted
officials in
right ground all along. cle,
with an unrealistic sense of
Washington. The peopanic about Ihe economy rising
ple would rather pay it
The nations debt
among Americans, he felt oblidown before receiving
gated lo do something beyond
deserves... attention. lax cuts — for good
culling interest rales. So he
reason.
gave tax cuts a small nod.
Would a family
»
Tax-cut supporters argue
anticipating a huge
that it's only right to give the
credit-card bill give up
money back to American taxpayers. It some ol its income? Would a business
belongs to them, after all. Agreed' But so needing to pay for a large order of goods
does Ihe national debt of approximately Impulsively hand out bonuses'
$5.6 trillion. People aren't as eager to
A nation wallowing in the excessive

spending of previous years similarly can't
afford such a prodigal gesture.
Greenspan has held the right ground
all along. The nation's debt deserves primary attention Although he hasn't
strayed from his mild backing of some tax
cuts, he has reminded Americans that his
support was heavily qualified. For example, he has advised the federal governmenl to approach tax cuts cautiously and
to factor in some kind of trigger to reduce
those cuts or slow spending if anticipated
budget surpluses fail to materialize.
If everyone believes so strongly in
what Greenspan has to say, why do some
insist on listening so selectively?
This column appeared in the Feb. 20. 2001 issue of the
Knight-Kidder Tribune.
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(Pheasant
(Run
Brand New Townhomes
*t

Phone:801-0660

Office Hours: Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm

From JMU or Port Rd: Get onto S. Main St. heading towards
Sheetz. Turn left onto Rocco Ave., across from Hartman Dodge
(If you pass Sheetz, you have gone 1 block too far). On Rocco
Ave., turn right onto Pheasant Run Circle, The model and office
is the first townhome on the left.
<^v

as wett as the comfort you fee( inside
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ACADEMIA NUTS by SETH CASANA
This is a student assessment
test conducted by the Big State
University Funding Board.
Your participation determines
future funding & accredldatlon.
so don't screw it up, Rat
Bastard1 Remember, there are
no right or wrong answers. Take
as long as you need, but work
quickly.

5. I admit it, I really didn't want
to come here today. I only did it
because otherwise I couldn't
graduate.
12
3 4
5 6
agree
disagree

Fill in the appropriate bubble
that most corresponds to your
feelings.
1. I am m general a logical
person.
1
2
3
4
S 6
agree
disagree

6. Hey, what if everybody here
Just got up and left? Whoa,
that would be pretty cool.
12
3 4
5 6
agree
disagree

2. I feel confident about my
ability to fit in with the societal
standards used to create this
test.
X
2
3 4
5 6
a ree
9. * _—-aalfifWM
. . c» 1, disagree

7. Hey, where are you going?
Sit down I That's better. Come
on. Just do the test. We need to
be able to prove that we don't
raise dummies here.
12 3 4 5
6
agree
_\ ^yr di

3. Frankly, I don't understand
how people eat liver.
12
3 4
5 6
agree
disagree

8. If a boat and a swimmer leave a dock at the
same time at different but constant speeds, how
long before trie swimmer finds out he left his
wallet in his bathing suit7
12
3 4 5 6
agree
disagree
Thank you for your participation. As you leave,
pull your pants down and roll on the ground
(Hen heh). Okay, now hum the Fight Song. Cool.
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ASK OCL
Dear OCL,
Are there people who have had leasing problems with
property management companies, specifically, getting
bound by a lease they didn't agree to? -A. 2003
Dear A, We would need more information about the
specifics of your case. Basically what it comes down to is if
you sign a lease then you are committed to the length of the
lease. That's it. Done. Locked in. Held to it. Legally binding. If
you just put your name on a "I am interested in your place
please contact me when you open your place up to
lease for next year" list then you are not obligated.
This is why we teach (preach?!J: Do not sign anything until you: 1. Read over thoroughly anything that
you are asked to sign (take your time) 2. Talk the
lease over with your parents. 3. Already have
enough roommates that you are sure that you get
along with. 4. Do not feel overly pressured. If you did
not sign a lease but moved in and paid rent, you are

still obligated because you accepted the place and the money
shows you decided to rent. If you did not sign a binding
agreement then you should not be held to anything. If this is
the case we suggest writing the company, follow up with a
phone call and a meeting. If you do not get any satisfaction
then maybe a lawyer is what you need.
Dear OCL,
Will the buses run this summer? I am staying in the Burg
for May session and just chillin in June but I need transportation. -Mikey 2003
Yes, Mikey the buses run throughout the summer.
Their routes and times do change, and they do not run
as frequently because the demand and numbers are
not there. They will publish a summer schedule. As for
May they run a regular schedule and they will have the
times, dates and routes available nearer to May.

■

Submit your question to OCL: Teytof Down Under. Taylor Hall room 112, Mall: MSC 3511 — ask-ocidjmu.eau

Purple Dawg Pizza
The Dawg is out Late Nights till
3am on Thursday, Friday and Saturday

Considering Graduate School?

Carryout and Delivery Midnight to 3am

(

Harritonburg

\

James Madison University
Class Code: RECV1203

|

TIM Diagnostic T«l
Ml
Thu3/1
M2
Tin 3/6
Thu3/»
M3
M4
Ti»3/13
Test
Practice Test
Al
Thu 3/18
A2
Tue3/20
Test
Practice Test
VI
Thu 3/22
V2
Tin 3/27
V3
thu 3/29
V4
Tut 4/3
Test
Practice Test

2 Large 16"
1 Topping Pizzas

I

$11.99

L
1039 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

your rtuitioill.
See what
we have
for you!
Contact

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college course you can take.

6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm

JWolf TrapWorkFoundation,
Where the Arts Come Out to Play!
K
Vienna. VA is seeking applicants for:

cover your butt,
better yet, help cover

an Army ROTC advisor today. We've got you coveted

6pm
6pm

KAPLAN 1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

438-9620

College can mean maneuvering through a lot of different
obstacles, but tuition payments shouldn't be one of them
In Army ROTC, you'll have a shot at a scholarship worth
thousands. And make friends you can count on. Talk to

it Htm
6pm
6pm
6pm
6pm

MAJ Love
5) 568-3633

Driven: Must be 18 years or older and have a clean driving record,
Familiarity with VA/DC/MD helpful. Wide variety of responsibilities.
Company vehicle provided for performance of official work. Approx.
50 hours per week. 87.25/hour. Call 703-255-1902.
Hospitality: Must be 21 or older. Includes grocery shopping and
arranging food for performers. No cooking Involved. 87.75/hour.
Call 703-225-1902.
Ticket Services: Box office personnel. Sales or customer service
experience helpful. Pay rate starts at 87.25/hour. Call 703-255-1868.
Food Concession*: Must be 16 or older. Positions from attendants to
managers. Duties Include food preparation, order taking, and cash
register operation. Pay rate starts at 86.00/hour. Call 703-255-4018.
Gift Shop Personnel: Cashiers and Supervisors. Process cash register
transactions. Retail experience preferred. 87.00-S9.00/hour.
Call 703-255-1899
Special Events Food Preparation/Kitchen Staff: Culinary cxpcrlein e
helpful. 88.00-88.50/hour. Call 703-255-1912
Major Donor Lounge: Patron services for pre- and post-pcrform.uu e
lounge. Excellent customer service skills required. $8.00-88.50/hour.
Call 703-255-1906

\

For more information, viait our web aite at www.wolftrap.org
or call Human Recources at 703-255-1906.
Schedule and houra vary with poiition.
Wolf Trap is NOT Metro accessible.
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — Heal an old trauma, and vou may find thai you've outgrown
your present surroundings Praya ami private conversations will lead lo completion
in I ebruary. By March vou should feel much stronger. You'll start noticing
Improvements to be made Request more money in April learn something you used
to think was too hard in Ma) Ml a roommate how you really feel and improve living
conditions in June Tell a loved One how you really feel and improve romantic
relationships In luly. Study all year so you're ready to go public in December
Daily rating: 10 is tht easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
_^
Ibda) i*-1 6 — You may feel like
j^^^t somebody's looking over your
^^w shoulder You're being pushed to
try something new. What you've
been doing hasn't worked M well as
you'd like
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^ , Today is a S — You'll get stronger
4jAk)<,s 'he da\ g«H's on Ihat will be
Q?W quite helpful since you're running
into trouble This is not all your
fault, so don't take it on the beak. Stand
up for your rights, nicely

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 — Are too many
demands being put on your
time? You need a partner.
* Somebody who's willing to lake
I risk Somebody who'll draw attention
away from you while you figure out
what to do next.

ftfci
fc

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
g^ -^ Ibdayiaa6 You're anxious to
V V get out of town A seriOUl bout
f^^nf of spring lever hits hard. Soon
you'll be unable to ignore it l lei
as much finished as possible now so yi u
can try something new tomorrow.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
-v Today is a 5 — Begin popular i>
^kJ wonderful, but vou might start to
^^^S feel hassled Ik- - aretul with your
resources, nidi -is time, money
and energy. Don't make promises you
cant keep Sot) I
imirers will
just have to wait until later
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* •*- Today is a 5 - You've been
"r*^nl working youi fingers to the
wi^ bone for the pasl few days Ate
^■^"*- you nttlnsj burned out? If you
get somebody to help, take caie

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today
today is a 7 — The day is long,
: the night is worth the effort
A A"

^JJg You us
jsed to think you were pretty smart, but today you might
wonder Making mistakes is normal.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
today is a 7 — You'd like to stay
home and fix up your place, but
lirvt vou have to do the homework. Don't get bogged down in
papers, but get a gctod start on them.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)Today is a 6 — You're contem, jfcy plating great philosophical
*W^-, truth-- You may even be in an
*v
argument with another pCfflOn.
Why not take the night off and let your
subconscious work on the problem? You
may find the answer in your dreams
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 — Money'-- been on
■k
your mind, with good reason.
r9^\ You have money coming in, but
** It's not steady. If you add a couple ol new skills to your repertoire, you
might make your lite easier It's OK to do
that, by the way.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
X Today is a 6 — You're going from
analytical to emotional. That
could explain your strange mood
swings. You're not losing any
powers; you'ie actually gaming some.
You're learning about nonverbal communication. Keep listening.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
_^
I
You're gaining in
it Bkv strength, and not a moment too
i^ soon. You may have to stand
your ground against a direct
assault Don't let others control you. Let
them know you can only be pushed so
(ar Ihat may surprise them, so be
patient. •
—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Fond du , Wl
4 Hold
accountable
9 Fireplace
fragment
14 Simpson |udge
15 Gutters'location
16 Vex
17 Chaney ot dim
18 Lawn makeup
19 Man and Capri
20 _ -Romeo
(Italian car)
22 Free trom illusion
24 Scale
26 Wrinkles or
dialogue
27 Gold layer
29 Consumed
30 Town on the
Firth ot Lorn
34 Ostrich relative
36 Showy tlower
38 Sacred
39 Orange liqueur
41 With ice cream
43 Hastened
44 Atomic cores
46 Night flyer
47 Approximately
48 Secret agent
49 Sturdy carl
51 Nehi and Pepsi
53 Locations
56 Golden State
capital
61 Sketched
62 Customary
63 Link
65 Exist
66 Earn
67 Dancing Fred's
sister
68 Orange seed
69 Field of films
70 Concise
71 Tennis match
unit
1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Pale purple
Bikini, for one
Sets up
Plead
Cooking fat
Be of use to

1i 1
I

5

'
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'
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1/
20
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M

23

1I
37

36

39

40

43
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40

57

-

59

62
66
69
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11

12
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30

M
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33
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

7 Handel work
8 Necessary
9 Long narrative
poems
10 Fit together
11 Bartok or Lugosi
12 Level
13 Relax
21 Pierre's friend
23 Heckled
25 Bipartisan
coalition
28 Window over a
door
30 Unit of resistance
31 Pitfalls
32 Star of
"M'A'S'H"
33 Russian refusal
34 Sound reflection
35 First president of
the Sierra Club
37 Government
overthrow
40 Fuss
42 Broadcasts
45 Powerful poison
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50 Help
51 Smacking of the
sea
52 Guide
54 Uncanny
55 Used a broom
56 Arithmetic
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problems
57 Cruising
58 Ringlet
59 North American
marsh bird
60 Lubricates
64 Born m Nancy
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BEST PRICES & MOST CHOICES
Hunters Ridge
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-1,2,3,4,45
Bedrooms
-Now Adjoining
JMU

2 & 3 Bedrooms
w/ Fireplaces

The LARGEST
4 Bedroom Suites

Madison Gardens

Madison Square

3 Bedrooms
& WetBar

- Madison Terrace

WQLW
Variety of Homes

fc^iiflfoi

Variety of
Townhomes

FUNKHOUSER
& ASSOCIATES
Property Management, Inc.

3 Bedrooms
w/ 3 Private Decks
,i L*. LSI

■i a cm
-in n

3 Bedroom
Townhomes
University Place

W

1,2, & 3 Bedrooms

5 Gingerbread House

3 & 4 Bedrooms

434-5150
www.OffCampusHousing.com
info(a FunkhouserManagement.com

1-4 Bedrooms
in Historic Home
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Some leaders are born
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Section Two

WOMEN
Story by contributing writer Katie Holt
Photos by Windy Schneider

Weddington Mid that people can develThe lawyer who argued on the winop their leadership skills. People need to
ning side in the infamous 1973 case
learn to use a critical eye and to watch leadof Roe v. Wade spoke on leadership to
ers in action. She also said that the best way
a packed house in Chandler Mall on
to become a competent leader is to begin
Tuesday night.
practicing at a young age.
Sarah Weddington presented her
Weddington quoted Congresswoman
speech, "Some Leaders are Bom Women,"
Barbara Jordan saying, 'To be a leader, you
focusing on the issue of women in leadermust be comfortable feeling different."
ship. A main concern behind her address
Weddington's lecture was well accepted
was the continuing inequities between men
by the audience, which was almost evenly
and women.
divided between men and women.
"What I wish I could tell you is that we
Despite the tension that surrounds the
have solved the issues that pertain to
topic of abortion. Weddington's remarks
women," Weddington told her audience,
about the importance of upholding a
"but we haven't."
woman's right to choose were met by enerSome of the issues she mentioned were
getic applause.
pay inequities and poor female representa"I am anti-abortion," junior Mandic
tion in corporations and government.
Costley said, "but she really made me think."
Weddington began her speech by presentJunior Kirstin Reid was equally as
ing articles from various news sources. She
impressed by Wpddingtiwi "I
discussed how the articles
can't even put it into words
demonstrated both how far
-66
... 1 couldn't believe all
women have come in their
What I wish I could tell [Weddington] had done in
battle for equality and the disher hie and the difference she
tance they still have to go. Sht
you is that we have
made for women," Reid said.
also discussed her own expeAs a writer, lecturer,
riences struggling toOW
solved
the
issues
that
teacher and lawyer,
come the social and professional stereotypes that surpertain to women, but Weddington serves as an
advocate for women as well
round women.
we haven't.as for tlte development of
"(When I was growing
leadership skills.
up it was always laid]
—
Sarah
Weddington
After a brief question and
women don't, women can't,
answer
period. President
women shouldn't,"
Ijnwood
Rose thanked
Weddington said. With a
VWxidington and advised stutouch of humor, she went
dents to appreciate the opportunity they had
on to talk about her role in a male-dominatto see her.
ed legislature
"|Few people fall] into the category of
She discussed her position as an assis
hero or heroine ... we think you do," Rose
tant to former President Jimmy Carter and
said. Rose also thanked the JMU Faculty
her part in the Roe v. Wade case
Women's Caucus for organizing
"The day Roe v. Wade passed. I thought
Weddington's visit.
it was set in granite," Weddington said,
According to Judith Flohr, professor of
"but [today with the Bush administration
Kinesiology and President of the Women's
already making changes] it's more like
Caucus, Weddington's visit was crucial in
sandstone. We need your help."
order to showcase the abilities and accomWeddington was 26 years old during
plishments of women. Weddington's
Roe v. Wade.
appearance at JMU was also significant
Weddington claimed that college stubecause men currently ma<e up 75 percent
dents and members of future generations
of the invited guest speakers on campus.
still have a battle to fight. Young Americans
The President's office and the University
must learn how to be leaders, she said.
Program Board also sponsored the event
"You don't have to know what you want
Upon closing, Weddington said true
to be a leader about," Weddington said. She
leadership is "caring about the principle of
explained that one part ot leadership is sim
choice and willing[ness] to save it."
ply finding something you care about.
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Sarah Weddington, who argued the winning side of floe v. Wade, spoke of her career, leadership and the role of women In her speech last Tuesday, to an audience that Included
Llnwood Rose and his wife, Judith.

Roe v. Wade — an overview
410 U.S. 113
Dates Argued: December 13. 1971, October II, 1972
Opinion Date: January 22, 1973
The Court heard arguments twice. Sarah Weddington argued the cause for Roc twice. Jay
Floyd argued the cause for Texas in the first argument. Robert C. Flowers argued the cause for
Texas in the second argument.
Roe, a Texas resident, sought to obtain an abortion. Texas law prohibited abortions except to
save the pregnant mother's life.
The Constitutional Question
Does the Constitution embrace the right of a woman to obtain an abortion, nullifying the Texas
prohibition?
The Conclusion
The Court held that a woman's right to an abortion fell within the right to privacy (recognized
in Grimold v. Connecticut) protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. The decision gave a woman
a right to abortion during the entireity of the pregnancy and defined different levels of slate interest for regulating abortion in the second and third trimesters. As a result, the laws of 46 states
were affected by the Court's ruling.

Packing In Chandler Hall to fill the chairs and the floor, students and faculty listened as
Sarah Weddington spoke about leadership.

The Vote
Majority: Blackmun(for the Court). Brennan. Powell, Marshall
Concurring: Burger, Douglas, Stewart
Dissenting: RehnquisL While
— Sourer - hup://**w.nKV*>ade.onycourl.hmt

Both sides of abortion issue increase activity
BY CLAUDIA KOLKER

Los Angeles Times
As the abortion issue takes center stage in the new Bush administration, family planning clinics
across the nation are spotting a curi
ous dual trend — more assertive
anti-abortion protesters and more
willing abortion-rights volunteers.
In official Washington, the climate on abortion unquestionably
has chilled. Since taking office,
President Bush has voiced opposition to research on aborted fetuses,
banned funding for family planning
groups overseas that promote or
perform abortions and nominated
abortion foe John Ashcroft as his
new attorney general
Away from the capital, however,
family-planning workers are reporting contradictory trends. Workers In
smaller, Bible Belt communities
such as Bryan, Texas, say they 11
seen an increase in pc.k etui MOtea)
ers — and in some cases, emboldened vandals. But at larger, urban
facilities, such as Planned
Parenthood centers in Houston and
Nashville, Tenn., officials say contri-

butions and volunteerism have
jumped noticeably since the first of
the year.
Chris Charbonneau, president of
Planned Parenthood of Western
Washington, is seeing both phenom
ena at once. Abortion opponents,
she said, clearly have been more
Kth i' since Bush's inauguration. On
the recent anniversary of the Roe v.
Wade decision, which legalized
abortion 28 years ago, a pmtest was
held in the state capital of Olympia
with some legislators calling for
abortion restrictions.
Then, on Thursday, for the first
time, Charbonneau said, "We had
an anti-choice group advertising in
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer that they
are planning a rally at one of our
. Una s"
But Charbonneau said her chapter also has cxpenenced an upswing
in positive email, volunteerism and
donations. "People are outraged
about the international planning
order and the Ashcroft nomination,"
Charbonneau said. "Anyone who
believed that Bush would be a modi-Mte president now knows they

have been deceived."
In Tulsa, Okla, vandals in
December slashed the tires of cars
belonging to two Planned
Parenthood nurse practitioners. The
facilities there also have been the target of threatening phone calls and
minor forms of vandalism. It's the
first damage since the clinic was
burned to the ground four years ago,
Chief Executive Nancy Kachel said.
And she worries it may signal a
trend.
"Of course, we are going to see an
energizing of the far right," she said.
"You're going to have not only political action, you're going to have other
forms of action to support that."
Ann Glazier, Planned
Parenthood's national security
director in Washington, D.C, said
the organization has heightened its
security.
And although there has been a
spike in clinic vandalism since Jan.
I, she said, that is in keeping with a
pattern. Historically, Glazier laid,
abortion opponents, both peaceful
and violent, are most active in the
period that includes Christmas and

the Jan. 22 anniversary of the Roe v.
Wade ruling.
At a Planned Parenthood clinic in
Amarilk), Texas, that doesn't perform
abortions, several supporters in the
past two weeks abruptly have distanced themselves, spokeswoman
Elaine Green said. She added that one
major donor severed relations
because of the group's opposition to
Ashcroft, although the donor never
had objected to Planned Parenthood's
months of opposition to Bush.
Protesters also have appeared for
the first time at an Amarillo satellite
clinic and massed at a fund-raising
tea, security director Donnie
McFarland said.
And in Midland, Texas, the tiny
Planned Parenthood clinic got a
comparative flood of mail after it
came out against Ashcroft's nomination in a local newspaper. The
office rarely gets letters of any sort,
and the dozen angry ones it
received last week were more than
it had received all last year, spokeswoman Carla Holeva said.
Although the political frost has
touched some smaller clinics, sever-

al larger urban facilities seem lobe
benefiting (ram the donate in
Washington. Although the evidence
is mostly anecdotal, support seems
lo have jumped since the beginning
ot lanuary according 'll offl» lall bl
Houston, Chicago and Nashville
"We've actually had an incises*
in financial anil physical volunteer
support," slid Kathleen Altinan. I
spokeswoman lor Planned
I'airnthood of Middle and Basl
Tenness>v. based bi Nashville
"People ha\ c s[x\itn\l the it.won is
the more conservative president'
And in l.ubbock, Texas, whan
protiMcrs pray each Friday m Iron!
of the Planned Parenlhixxi facility, a
donor wrote the clini. a $S,000
check last week. Chief Executive hv
Love Nelson said. The group rarely
sees a donation of more than SHU).
Outside the clinic, the sidewalk,
she said, "(has been) eerily silent
The pnitesters haven't shown up tor
two weeks." She attributed their
absence to the same climate that
produced Ihedmic s bigchsi k
"I guess thev red their side is
in," Nelson said. "They can rest."
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Art for art's sake

"The past is never dead.
Home is not just a place
but also a time."

Artists get their time in the
spotlight at the New Image
Gallery and Zirkle's
Artworks Gallery

SHEILA MCISKRNKY

professional artist

PM.15

See story pace 15

Beyond

iBasics
A guide to creating the best brew

A behind the scenes look at Bluestone Cellars Brewerey. While it may seem a plethora of different ingredients are needed,
owner Mike Brandt says brewing your own beer is really simple.

Whether Ifi .11 iulnnoss I )raught, a
Rogue Mocha Porter. Newcastle
Brown Ale or .1 Sammy Smith's
(tatmeal Stout, to the beer connoisseur few
things are as attractive as .1 good bfew, A
simple pleasure it is, smelling the beer,
holding it to the light to examine its color,
finally sipping and unleashing a Homer
Nmpsoiw*|ue"Mmm ... Beer"
But if you live En I iarnsonburg, vou will
find that getting your hands on a quality
brew may not be worth the time or money.
I hough the selection may not be bad at
Mike's Mart or hMgKbota, it'-- haul to hrul
a reasonably priced abt pack of decent beer
.iround the'Burg.
"I came from a town that had a good
selection of beers," said Mike Brandt who
h\ed in Newport \ews before he came ti>
Harriaonbunz. "Around here, vou want .1
good beer — you don't gel it. vou can't."
I la figured he might as well try making the
beer come to him (he low expanse of
brewing and the positive results of .1 prop
erly cared for batch changed his hie
You gel 4s been KM W bucks," Mike
said confidently, "and you get to make it
any way you want "
Tixlay Brandt continues ti> brew on his
own while owning and operating
Milestone Cellars, ,i mecca for brewing and
wine making on last Market Street in

downtown narriaonburg,
It's eas\ to miss the small store with its
minimal purple ami v\ hile lettering and
small sign depicting a brewer, perhaps
Brandt funueil Bluestone Cellars looks
more like I chemistry lab on the inside
stacked wall-to-wall with tubes, buckets,
thermometers, hydrometers, grains, malls
everything a brewer needs to brew
whether you're new to the game or a seasoned brewmaster
"It gets better the more VOU do it,
especially with Mike helping out step by
step." said senior I'at Kabenau When
Rabenau decided to brew an India Pale
Ale taKo called DPA, a bitter ale with a
hopp) flavor) he went to Brandt (or
ad\ ue and ingredients
Already having a bask brewing set-up,
Rabenau got the Ingredients to make five

gallons. Brandt also gave him a personal
sugars and the times and temperatures at
recipe and a timetable detailing when
which they need to be added will vary
each ingredient should be added for flavor.
accordingly. The beginners kit will fit most
Basically with the M\\ ice of Brandt, brew- every need, but as brewers gain experience
ing is as easy as following directions.
and crave new and wild creations they
For beginners then* are some key items
may want to expand their kits.
necessar) to g»'t started. Brandt sells an
One of the simplest and more popuequipment kit that has "absolutely everylar methods of brewing involves
thing vou need except bottles." If you
prepackaged ingredient kits. "For
drink beer like many (ML* students, this beginners who don't want to sit here in
last item should not be hard to come bv.
I four hour process ... they buy these
The vital element of proper brewing is OBM ot stuff where the brewer already
sanitation, Brandt said. The slightest bit of
knew what.they were doing, mixed in
bacteria will ruin your beer, so keeping all
flavors and colors and hops and differbuckets and bottles sterilized is van
ent grains," Brandt said.
important I his means soaking the bucket
Senior Kyle Weingart, used a maltin bleach water, and
extract when he made
brushing out each bottle
his IPA last March.
with it as well.
"Brewing beer with
The second and more
extract cans is very
important factor concernsimple," he said. "It's
ing flavor is ingredients;
just like cooking."
Malts are either made
These "cans of
from barley or sold in
stuff," as Brandt techextract cans and will be
nically
describes
the base of the brew.
them, are the easy-Mike Brand! mac
I la\ or will grow from
of brewing. Thev
owner and operator of Bluestone Cellars
there
have ingredients preSugars will determixed so all a brewer
mine the alcohol tondoes is break down
tent of the beer and
the mix in water.
won't affect flavor too
These cans are availmuch. Hops are added
able in almost any fladuring the boiling process for bittenng,
vor imaginable and produce good results.
flavor and aroma Finally yeast wili
"If you know what you're doing
convert the sugar into ethyl alcohol,
you can make a damn good beer and
and the type used will greatly affect the no one can even tell it's from a can,"
beer's flavor.
Brandt said.
"For a nice pale ale I'd use Cascade,
"One of the best beers I've ever
the mam hop they use in Sierra Nevada
made was this can of kit that just said
Pale Ale. ' Brandt said "I'd put an ounce
Fnglish Porter' on it," Brandt said
in at IS minutes and an ounce at two smiling through his thick brown beard.
(minutes)." Not only does Bluestone
"All you had to do was add additional
( ellars otter the freshest ingredients, but
sugars to it, but I bought this can of
those used bv the brewers of your hazelnut coffee and put it in during the
favorite beers "Any brewer you've ever
last five minutes of the boil — it was so
heard of, you can get then veatSl and
damn good."
yeast Isoneoi the main (actors m flavor,"
Though home brewing is an art that is
Brandt said.
appreciated with experience, Brandt stressThere are many different nuances to es that if a recipe is good the brew should
brewing, lurch beer has its own quirks and
be too. "You can do it the first time ... I
therefore the amount of grains, hops and
mean, it's that simple," Brandt said

If you know what you're
doing ...no one can even
tell it's from a can.
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So you're
one
of
those
who
thinks
brewing m.iv
be too complicated. Well if
you can cook
at all (and no,
Ramon
noodles don't count) brewing
shouldn't be a difficult teat
According to Mike Brandt,
owner and operator of
Bluestone Cellars, a unintelligent monkey could do it,
so don't sell yourself short
Recipes are based on the
standard output of 5 gallons
of beer. For a batch you will
need the biggest kettle you
can put on your stove. You'll
add the rest of the water after
the boiling is finished. Add
your malt extract, sugars and
any grains and boil for about
an hour.
Sugar type will change the
taste; Brandt suggests six
pounds of light bay sugar. With
light sugar "you have complete
control over what the flavor «>t
the beer's going to be." Six
pounds of sugar will give VTjui
beer an alcohol content of 4.5 to
5 percent.
0\ er the course ot the hour
boil, hops are added at different times for bittering, flavor
and aroma. Hops added in the
last "Ml to lo minutes ot the
hour will give the beer bitterness, those added in the last
15 minutes and under flavor
the beer, and Anally those
added in the last two minutes
add aroma
After the hour ot boiling
it's time to put the solution in
vour bucket and let it cool
down. Bacteria loves to tester
in warm, sugar) solutions and
taste will be down the tubes if
this happens, so cool your
brew .is quick as vou can.
An ice-bath in a sink will

do the trick, or if you don't
mind spending money a wort
chiller is great. A wort chiller
is a long copper tube filled
with cold water you stick in
the beer bucket until the beer
is cooled.
Si you're all cool, now it's
time to add yeast. Yeast comes
in packets in dry or liquid
form. Drv wast is converted
from liquid form and loses flavor in the process, so generally
liquid yeast is preferred. Once
t is added, it's time to
wait, "seven days ... for the
bulk of fermentation to occur,"
Brandt says.
After primary fermenta
tion, the beer is drinkable, but
Brandt, like most brewers, recommends secondary fermentation. For this you will need a
five gallon glass carboy, a
glass |ug approximately two
feet tall. Siphoning the beer
Into the carboy will get rid of
unwanted yeast and grains
that ha\e settled at the bottom
of the bucket. This adds clarity and allowing the beer an
extra two weeks of fermentation will enhance the flavor.
When fermentation time is
over you're ready to drink
I he only question remaining
is: To bottle or to keg?
Bottling takes more time,
each bottle must be sanitized
and conditioned with a small
amount of sugar to ensure
carbonation. It is less expensive though, and therefore
more appealing to beginners.
With kegging, you can force
carbonate the beer with carbon dioxide but this means
you have to buy a keg and a
carbon dioxide tank.
So the mvstery is over,
now you know how it's done.
Stop by and see Brandt at
Bluestone Cellars on East
Market Street in downtown
Harrisonburg and get your
brew tarled.

9 UDY S< UNI 11)1 •R/iUiffphiH.i^r,ii*rr

Bluestone Cellars' owner and operator, Mike Brandt itands
with Inf radiants that allow the beer mug to runneth over.

You are getting very sleepy
The ever popular Tom Deluca returns, transforming one student
into Ricky Martin and another into the world's greatest spy
B> Jiss GLAUS
contributing writer

lackit Chan's younger brother,

Koitikf wn
A hypnotized audience member gets close
and personal with Tom Deluca.

Bud. Ricky Martin and the worlds
greatest sp) graced the Wilson Hall
stage Mond.n night Actually, they
were only figments of lorn Deluca s
entranced participants' Imaginations.
The crowd witnessed an amazing
d isoldv of IVI ma's hvpnotic abilities,
as he convinced selected volunteers
thai they lost muscle control ot their
tongues, drove $2U),i,00 Ferraris and
competed In the "Mr And Mrs Body
Beautiful ( onteat ■
DehlCa began the night with his
natural humor and charm, warming
up with a tew exercises to exhibit
DOth his mental magic truks and his
knadt tor intuition After asking the
audience, "Do you want to be
amazed?" Deluca began the show.

I le selected about 20 volunteers
from an audience full of waving
hands and signs bearing pleas such
as, "pick me
it's my birthday."
Deluca put
his
microphone down,
and the audience hushed as

-it-

cises, Deluca instructed the group to
imagine they were involved Enactivi
ties such as fishing, speed eating Ben
and ferry's ice 1 ream
and dodging pottee
in their expensive
Ferraris.
After these tirst
demonstrations.
,1

One of the most

entertaining skits was
Dehtca's 'Mr. and Mrs.
SffiSjSn* Body Beautiful Contest...'

amid relaxing
music. In a
matter of minutes the people
onstage
appeared to be asleep in Iheir chairs,
breathing deeply as Deluca instructed them.

Starting °" with some light exei

??

few

participants

awoke and
were
escorted ofl the stage,
due to what DeluCS
explained to be "too
much tension." With
the remaining volun
leers who wen* now

in .1 t.nriy deep deep,
Mua continued with fiia entertain
mg antic*
Using verbal and nonverbal 11M1,
Deluca instructed the participants

how and when to act the roles he
assigned each individual. One m the
most entertaining skits was Deluca's
"Mr. and Mrs. Body Beautiful
Contest," starring the hypnotized

volunteer*
At the sound of Right Said Fred's
early 90s hit, "I'm Too Sexy," the
group members got out of their
chairs. Hexed muscles and gyrated
hips, believing they were competing
fof .1 large nun of money
Deluca questioned the apodal t.il
cuts ot the participant*; as one boy
revealed that he "can tic a bow with
|his| tongue" while another girl "can

make [her|*tU burp ■

When asked why he or she it* uld
wm the competition, contestant*'
answers ranged from "Because I'm
in LVCA.pageU

STYU
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Best face forward
Senior's work offers her own kind
of reality with oil paint portraits
BY KAREN CASEY

given by the artist as to their personality or
character.

"Facing Reality" at Zirkle's Artworks
Gallery includes silk-screen prints and five
oil paint portraits that face the oncoming
world and gallery visitor front and forward
A group of wide-eyed. 20-year-olds,
unblemished by lime, weather, character or
physical circumstances are portrayed as
larger than life with an equal expectation of
what is to come.
Senior Megan Meagher's philosophy is
directly in tune with her artwork, "open
and accessible to a wide variety of sensibilities." she said. Working from her own photographs, employing a realistic approach,
her Mih|ects are rendered in pale, modulated tonai
I ler portraits are closely cropped with
the eye or the bridge of the nose centered on
the canvas. They are passive with few hints

The largest paintings are fully cropped
heads 36-by-48 inches. The scale, lack of
environment and ornamentation force the
viewer to face the portrait as an object.
Facial nuances become prominent elements. The reality of the subject of the
painting becomes less important than the
reality of the painting as an object.

i onlrwutlng writer

BECKY GABMEL/amrphinwnyiVr
Professional artist Sheila Melnerney used family momentos and personal writings to create her art.

Art a family matter
for Zirkle artist
BY DANIELLE POTATO

contributing writer
A layered collaga "i bnagai
and words PBV6lHns Ml unfpoken family history tilK the walls
of the New Image Gallery in
Zirkle I louse this week.
Professional artist Sheila
Mclnemey uses family memoirs
as well as her own journal! writing and what she nils dream
symbols to create her latest work
"Reminiscence: Then and Now."
"I was interested in atattng ■
series of pieces that combined
both
images and words,"
Mclnemey said. "So, I started to
experiment with items from my
family history."
Drawing on her experience
growing up in an Irish-Ameru an
family from the Midwest, she
began to collect memoirs of her
family including old photos, letters her mother had written to her
and some of her own journal
entries and dream interpretations.
Mclnemey layered them
slowly, overlapping the images,
texts and symbols. By Uaatftfl ■
variety of surfaces — PandgHa,
duralar, bristol board, wood panels and paper — she was able to
layer the pieces multiple times,
some reaching 10 to 12 layers
deep.
As these haunting layers of

memory emerge, the viewer is
transported b.i, k and forth in
time from her mother's davs in
Ireland to Australia where her
lather's sister emigrated, and
back to the United States where
the family settled in the Midwest
Reminiscence No. IS" portray! Mdnenwy'i mother when
she was II years old in a family
portrait taken in Ireland.
"The original picture wai
VCT) Large BO I wanted to reduce
the si/e. repeat the photo several
times, and obscure some of the
imagH 1 really like the idea of
repetition," Mclnemey said.
Mclnemey also introduced
into her work the idea of remembering childhood.
"Reminiscence and looting
back on your childhood and realizing how different it is when you
look at it in the present is something I tried to create, " she said.
In creating "Reminiscence No.
161," Mclnemey produced a
small book beginning ivith her
mother as a young woman Shi
details their life together using
photos from childhood and adult
life every third page; she fills the
rest of the pages in with words.
She ended the book with a picture of herself.
"I can see so much depth in
these pieces and can tell there is a

Where would you
rather work?

lot of history behind them," jun
ior Lisa Moore said.
New Image Cillery Director
Conine Martin Diop said she
thinks Mclnemey's work was an
excellent choice for exhibit.
"She uses her materials in a
very unique way and combines
them to portray fragments of history," Diop said "And it is also
good for the students because
they can get good ideas from the
pAaoM"
Junior Megan Davis said she
was moved and inspired by
Mclnemey's work.
"I was expecting normal photos hut her piives are a lot more
than that," Davis said. "They are
painting and drawing and writing Photos are just a small element. This makes me realize
what I can do with my old family
memories."
Mclnemey, in her artist statement, summarized the theme of
her exhibit. "The past is never
dead," she said "Home is not
|ust a place but also a time."
Mclnerney's exhibit will be on
display at Zirkle House through
Friday, and then from March 12
through March 23. Zirkle House
Clallery hours are noon to 5 p.m
Monday through Thursday and
noon to 4 p.m. Friday and
Saturday.

May and Summer
Positions Available

BECKY GABRIEL tufl /■holugraphrr

Senior Megan Meagher take* a realistic approach to her portraits.
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Nutrition Analysis
Recreation Assistants
Safety Instructors
Trip Leaders
Wall Instructors
Wall Assistants

The paintings are not hung in the order
that they were executed, but Meagher's
progress in her treatment can be detected.
The earliest painting, "Olivia," is black and
white, playing on scale, lights and darks
and a highly modulated surface.
The artist proceeds to add color in
"|enn," articulating volume with the layering of cool tones in contrast with the
warmer tones. "Megan," a self-portrait,
takes on a different compositional quality.
The warm tones of the background merge
with the soft edges of the body, in contrast
to the definitive treatment of the facial features. The face absorbs and reflects the
background color and offers a view of the
subject as part of the environment The
organizational strengths of the painting are
emphasized by creating an asymmetrical
composition.
Finally, in "jason" and her silk-screen
prints, Meagher introduces a new concept,
contrasting the person to an object, allowing the viewer to make comparisons and
conjecture on the juxtaposition, introducing
new problems of composition and conceptual construction, while adding another element for the viewer to reflect upon.
Students, faculty and friends of the
gallery should take the time to view this
show running through Feb 25.
Gallery hours are noon to 5 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and noon to 4
p.m. Friday and Saturday.

[Time is running out!J
4 and 5 bedroom
houses are now
available...

but they
won't last
long so call today!

Fall 2001
Positions Available

Hi rk at! IM

... employing a realistic
approach, her subjects
are rendered in pale,
modulated tones.

ADVANTAGE REALTY

Adventure Equipment
Specialist
Climbing Wall Assistants
Fitness Instructors
Maintenance Manager
Marketing Assistant
Nutrition Analysts
Office Assistants
Recreation Assistants
Summer Camp Counselors

Adventure Equipment
Specialists
Aquatic Instructors
Computer Technicians
EMTs
Equipment Maintenance
Assistant
Fitness Instructors
Group Fitness Instructors
Intramural Officials
Intramural Site Managers
Lifeguards
Maintenance Assistants

-.•

IDVANTACE REALTY
ANAGEMENTGKOUP

^13 434-1173

theadvantage@rica.net

What are employers looking
for in a potential employee?
Students who can effectively communicate with
others!
IMPROVE YOURSELF & YOUR RESUME!
Through our InUrptrional Skills Ctrnflcait Program, the Counicling & Student Development
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No 'Silver'
lining here
RATED

PG-13

88 MINUTES
BY Sn)rr KING
staff writer

The problem with
slapstick/crude comedy is instability.
The laughs have to
keep coming and
building up better and
stronger than the ones
before them or else
they the comedy will
miaa and fall flat,
which is exactly what
happens in "Saving
Silverman."
Jason
Biggs
("American Pie") plays
Darren Silverman, a
role almost identical to
his part in last nunmer'sbomb, "I OMt'
He and his two lifelong best friends, J.D.
(Jack
Black)
and
Wayne (Steve Zahn).
live a happy but
meininglett life in
which the most exciting events include performing in their Neil
Diamond-tribute
band.
The Three Stoogeslike 20-something trio
becomes threatened
when Darren falls into
the clutches of the controlling man-eating
Judith (Amanda Peet
of WB's "Jack and
Jill"). J.D. and Wayne
sense the danger of
losing their friend
when it is brought to

contributing writer
The Masterpiece Season Box
Office will combine star power and
song for a night of comedy this
Friday in "They're Playing Our
Song." The musical, starring Erin
Moran of television's "Happy
Days," will be performed at 8 p.m.
in Wilson Hall.
The play is a comedy about the
pairing of Vernon Cersch, a neurotic, sarcastic composer who takes his
music seriously and Sonia Walsk,
an offbeat, witty lyricist of pop
music. Joined to create music
together, their relationship becomes
more involved and the strains of
the entertainment business put
their feelings and their music to the
test.
"They're Playing Our Song' is a
richly funny and romantic story
about a couple who make beautiful
music together, but have a difficult
time making their lives as harmo-
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Chris Rock stays 'Down to Earth' with remake
"DOWN TO EARTH"
RATED

PG-13

RUNNING TIME:

87

MINUTES

BY SCOTT KING

staff writer
Until now Chris Rock has only
played supporting cast roles in
movies. I le has proven that he can
do a great job by keeping a film's
paw in motion. Not surprisingly,
though, is that this talent to keep a
movie moving holds strong as

Rock tikes on his lirsl leading role
in "Down to Earth."
In the movie, Rock plays lance
Barton an up-and-coming comedian who is hit by a truck Lite one
night while admiring a beautiful
young lady (Regina King) walking down the street. Taken to
heaven. Lance finds out from the
powers to be that he was not supposed to die. Offering I .ance a second chance, they suggest the leaner body of a dead man who happens to be an overweight, rich
white senior citizen. Li nee does
not hesitate to accept the body, setting out immediately to win the

heart of the woman he fell in love
with only seconds before he died.
Rock is not the onlv one who
shines in "Down to Earth." The
supporting cast dix*s an outstanding job and often steals scenes
from Rock.
Considering "Down to Earth"
is a remake of the 1978 Warren
Beatty movie "Heaven Can Wait,"
which is a remake of 1941 's "Here
Comes Mr. Jordan," it's impressive that Rock and his writers
managed to turn an already-used
story line into something funny.
What makes this movie fresh
in comparison to its two prede-

cessors is its comedic style. Rock
is best known for his stand-up
routines, which often aren't sue
cessful in the transition to film
Yet since Rock brought his writers
from his HBO vehicle "The Chris
Rock Show" to work on the script,
the dialogue flows perfectly to
match with Rock's satire.
Most surprising about "Down
to Earth" is the fact that it is
wholesome movie. Rock and his
jokes never once come off as
offensive. The plot flows and the
laughs keep coming. If you want
a good comedy, this one is deh
nitely not a waste of money.

6666<

'Hannibal' blockbuster
status a no brainer
BY ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO

senior writer
The first blockbuster of the year
is evident after this weekend at the
box office. "Hannibal" raked in
$33.5
million,
the
largest
President's Day weekend film
earnings in history.
The remarkable thriller easily
became the first $100 million film
of the year, bringing in an impnmsive $107.4 million in only 11 days
at the box office.
The Ridley Scott gorefest has
been soaring in overseas marietta
opening with a commanding number one in Australia, Germany and
the United Kingdom.
Chris Rock fell from heaven
into the number two spot this
weekend when his new comedy,
"Down to Earth," debuted at second this weekend. A remake of
the 1978 "Heaven Can Wait," the
film earned $20 million over the
holiday.
Rock's comedy, in which he
plays a man reincarnated as an

older, heavier, white man. aver
Aged I solid $7,944 per screen.

The Oscar nominations
came out this week and
many films got a boost
at the box office.

-wDisney brought its new animation to screens this weekend The
kiddie flick, "Recess: School'sOut"
which is based on the popular television series, avenged $3,128 from
2,624 venues, earning a total of
$13.5 million.
The new romantic drama,
which finds Keanu Reeves in love
with a dying Charlize Theron,
debuted in fourth spot this weekend.
"Sweet November" earned a

Face the music tomorrow
BY JENN SIKORSKI

THURSDAY. FEB.

A Rock to lean on

"SAVING SILVERMAN > their
RUNNING TIME:

attention that
Judith
torched
Darren's
Neil
Diamond collection.
They then set their
minds on finding a
way
to
save
Silverman.
J.D. and Wayne
stoop
lower than
"Dumb and Dumber"
standards in an Abbott
and Costello kind of
way as they kidnap
Judith and try to set
Darren up with his
high school sweetheart. The dimwitted
buffoons screw up in
the most idiotic ways
digging themselves
deeper into even more
trouble.
This is the kind of
movie that can be classified as a "no acting
necessary" movie. The
actual actors serve no
other purpose than
star power and are
given no room to shine
in their flat roles.
"Saving Silverman"
is a movie all too familiar to Biggs who seems
to be continously typecast in lame roles and
the movie wastes the
talents of most of the
actors involved.
The jokes in the
movie were crude,
offensive and disgusting. Some were very
funny but most clearly
missed the point. It
was as if director
Dennis Dugan was
attempting
Farley
brothers'
("Fargo")
humor without a sense
of style or timing.

I

nious as their songs," according to a
press release from The Alkahest
Agency.
The musical is based on the reallife relationship of its composers,
Marvin Hamlisch and Carol Bayer
Sager. Among the .
songs featured are "\
Still Believe in Love,"
"Workin' It Out" and |
"Just for Tonight."
The
play has
become a beacon for
former
television '
stars. Previous cast
members
include
Barry Williams, Greg of "The Brady
Bunch" and Dawn Wells who
played Mary Ann on "Gilligan's
Island."
Moran's career began at the age
of 6 when she appeared in the film
"How Sweet It Is" with James
Gamtr and Debbie Reynolds
Several movie and television roles
followed, and she eventually landed the part of Joanie Cunningham

on "Happy Days." She played the
role of Joanie for 10 seasons and
starred in her own spin-off show,
"Joanie Loves Chachi," with Scott
Baio.
The spin-off series detailed the
lives of the two characters as they
attempted to break into the musical
world. Included in each episode
was a duet, giving Moran an outlet
to showcase her vocal talents. The
series was short-lived, and she
returned to "Happy Days" for the
final season.
"They're Playing Our Song" will
be performed on Friday, Feb. 23, at 8
p.m. in Wilson Hall. Tickets .inavailable through the Box Office in
Harrison Hall lobby. Tickets are $24
for adults, $22 for senior dtisene,
and $12 for children and students
with a JAC card. A free bus shuttle
will run from C1SAT Lot C-10 and
the Convocation Center, starting at
7 p.m. For more information call
Masterpiece Season Box Office at
x7000.

decent $11 million. The outlook
doesn't look good for this flick',
however It has been plagued with
critical bashing and bad word of
mouth.
The Oscar nominations came
out this week and many films got a
boost at the box office.
"Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon" got the biggest boost after
it was honored with 10 nomina
tions. Ang Lee's Mandarin-spoken
masterpiece jumped to $10.5 million, pushing its total gross to $73.2
million.
"Traffic" and "Chocolat" were
both helped out by their respech\ i' i Jecer nods, bringing in $7.5
million and $5.7 million respectively, which both increasing
from the week before.
Kurt Russell and Kevin Costner
invade theaters next week as Elvis
bank robbers, who are out to make
a big score in Lis Vegas. They have
a supporting cast of Christian
Slater, Jon Lovitz, Courteney Cox
and the always -impressive Howie
Long
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It's midterms ...
Do you know where
your pradium
hours aiW
•Call section editors
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Dare to dance
BY Jim MOSER
contributing writer

Gotta dance' How about some saki or
menngue? Club Latino will provide the opportunity to put on your dancing shoes at
Salsarengue Friday night
"Salsarengue gives the )MU community
more cultural awareness of
the Latino students at the
school,' innmr RoriaOrtfe
recruiter for Club Latino
said. "By bringing thc-c
dances from our culture
we're giving the communi
ty a way to experience |our
culrurej."
Participants will learn
basic merengue and bacha
ta as well as a more com
pie* salsa in the first hour,
according to club recruiter
sophomore )uan Kuilan.
Then participants will test
their new dancing skills
until 2 a.m.
"Salsarengue started out as free dance lessons where Club Latino would teach the |MU
community how to dance merengue and
salsa. The event later progressed to $1 dance
ICHOnS and then In the partv thai has become

i s

senior writer
The )MU Bnakdandng Club
(BDC) will compete .ig.nnsi other
break dancing CRW9 «>t 8 p.m.
tomorrow il Gtnnil 2:001.
Genesis 2:(XI1 is the second annual
hip-bop battle, whiih will auin bfl
hotted in the Student Acln itieBuilding at the University of
Virginia
Emcees divjdvs and breakers
will compete for cash prizes.
Celebrity judges that will be present
are The Neptunes (producers of
Mysbkals "Shake It Fast" and JiyZi "I Just Wanna Low U"). Mad
Skill/. Itonja Mowf. deejay Impereal
of The Turntable Technicians and
others.
"This is our strongest squad
we've ever had at JMU, so it'll be
interesting to see how we do
against the other crews in the
Mate," senior Chris Martin, I
member of the BDC aid
This will he the second time the
BDC competes at Gcnoil

now/' Kuilan said.
Club latino puts on Salsarengue at least
once a semester. Musu is usually provided by a
deejay from Washington, DC. or Northern
Virginia who plays the latest salsa, men-n^iie,
b.ulul.i, hip-hop, reggae and more.
Ortiz said Salsarengue is one of the club's
biggest fund rais*-rs with
most of its profit going
toward the community
service ventures the club
provides.
"We use the money to
fund club events, give to
charity or use in programs like Shadow-fora-day, where we bring
Latino high schix'l students to JMU for a day to
get a feel for college life,"
Kuilan said. "This iv.-nl
is one of Club latino's
most popular activities,
we have people from all
over the community that support this festive
event tome out and dance the night away to
the hottest I Jtino party of the \c.ir."
Salsarengue begins .it 10 p.m. with informal
dance lessons in PC Ballroom. Entrance to the
event is Sf> at the door and S3 with J AC.
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In Return. Juitin Alcaiai Saturday

The Biltmore
Karaoke Friday
Mardi Grii Party. Wedneiday

10 p.m.
(PC Ballroom)
$5/$3 w/JAC

CALHOUN's
Splaati Thuriria,
Calhoun i Jam Friday
Rhythm Roadti Saturday
JMU Jam Tueiday
Shake. Wednesday

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Leon Milmorei Friday
Muellei Saturday
Jimmy Oi Tuesday

The Highlawn Pavilion
ladies Ni(hti Thursday and Saturday
Karaoke. Wednesday

more at
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Hilarious hypnotics

Mrwmgtiusisballle.com

mil ' \. from page U
hot,' to statements like, "Ask
the ladies. ' And with just a
snap ot his fingers, I Vim a
sat his volunteers down and
put them back into a sedaHVC state.
Other performances by
the hypnotized participants,
sometimes even with open
eyes, included hiding behind
I hjus. believing they were
only wearing their underwear, and embracing each
other as the weather supposedly changed from scorching
hot to bitter cold. The show
ended just as the group was
fully awakened, all looking

Genesis
2:001

very disoriented.
"I remember some of the
stuff but I have no idea why 1
was doing it." said -*tiior I >anirl
Cardona, who believed while
hypnotized, that he was the
woiki'sgieati^t spy.
Junior Jason White, also
known as Bud Chan to the
audience, said he didn't
remember much about his
Kung-Fu moves, but said the
experience was "really energetic and adrenaline-rushing."
Both participants conveyed a sense of refreshment, saying they felt as
though they had gotten a
few hours of sleep.

Dave's Taverna
Crest Wardi Tuesday
Sam Wilson. Dan Rober
and Kendall Eddyi Wednesday

Monday's show impressed
hard-core Deluca tans ,is well
as newcomers to the skilled
and hilarious hypnotist.
"I was skeptical about hypnotism before, but after seeing
how out of it the kids onstage
were, I am now a Ivlirvri." MM
tirst-hme audience member,
freshman Allison Richardson.
Meeting Deluca's demand
that "You gotta be amazed
when you leave this joint,"
the audience members, after
witnessing alphabet rapping
and aliens speaking in a dii
lerent language, certainly left
the show nothing less than
astonished.

MarniTrec* bar < yrlU
Fighting Gravity) Tuesday

The Little Grill
Larry Kc«l Experiem n Thursday
Bob Driver. Two Gun Terry
and Steve Park,. Friday
Walkers Run. David Povicv Saturday

IS** :t

Know any Stylish events?
Meghan and Julie at the Style desl

Kelly May Browm Thursday
Todd SthUbach. Wednesday
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ACME

RENT 1
990 Movie
& Get One
FREE

I

VIDEO"
CHEAP NIGHTS AT ACME
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Sunday-Thursday

I

expires 3/1/01 • I per student

New selection of AROMATHERAPY CANDLES
just in....perfect for an invigorating lift just
before an exam, or relaxing after!!!

,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J

163 South Main Street

432-1S94 for hours and information

Tapestries

FREE MEMBERSHIP • WIIKI 'Open 7 days j week • Kl .1.1 East men 10 WcnJ> N / icmtl Don I'.npi.i

•

Drums

Summer Conference Assistant?

CHi CfahU I
Salary: $5000
($8.23 hourly rate)

Applications are available in I AC office, Taylor 233
Must be returned by 5pm on Friday, February 23rd.
Contact Joyce Lee, 568-2328 or leeja(n Jmu.edu
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■ Track and Field

"To tell you the truth, I wasn't
sure how we'd do."

The men and women
begin (heir transition from
indoor to outdewr seasons.

JEFF "PEANUT' BOWYER

wrestling coach
sec story below

Pat* 19

i
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I nriili.mil> joins U.S. Soccer staff for
Algarve Cup

Women's soccer coach Dave
Lombardo has been named to the
COKhblg staff for U.S. Soccer for the
upcoming Algarve Cup in Portugal.
Lombardo will serve as an observer
coach for the U.S. women's team during the seven-day tournament being
played at various sites across Portugal
on March 11-17. Lombardo will be
responsible for scouting opposing
teams.
The Algarve Cup involves teams
from Portugal, Norway, Denmark,
Finland, China, Canada and the
United States.
The United States is the defending
champion of the Algarve Cup after
winning it for the first time in 2000.
Lomardo, entering liis 12th season
as JMU women's --oner coach, has
an 11-year record of 142-83-9 His
teams have competed in five NCAA
tournaments over the past six years.
Lynn named "Player" of the week

WRESTLING

Dukes finish regular season
with five-game winning streak
Bv CHRIS BAST
conlrwutwt writer
Siphomore David Colabclla helped the
ur.-siling team close out the regular season
with wins over Appalachian Slate University
arid Howard University on Sunday at
Godwin Hall. The Dukes defeated ASU 18-17
to open the afternoon and then went on to
lv.it 1 Inward by a score of 23-20. The Howard
victory was the fifth win in a row for JMU,
and >t improved the IHikes' dual meet record
to9-6 this season.
I think the Howard match was a little
doer than we anticipated." coach Jeff
"Peanut" Bowyei laid. He also said that the
wrntling pfOgnun .it I toward, under a new
11 >.u h. has made grv.it strides in the sport and
has Improved iR'mendously. Bowyer said thai
.is the second match of the day, Ihe Dukes just
weren't as prepared for Howard as they
should have been.
Redshirt sophomore Josh Fultz opened Ihe
match against Howard pinning Slevcns
Carter. Then I toward rattled off two victories
in a row at 165 poundsand 174 pounds to take
a 7-6 lead for Ihe day. It was in the nexl bout.

at 184 pounds, that Colabella gave Ihe Dukes ihe
lead in the match for good. Redshirt freshman
Sieve Kodish made sun? Ihe Dukes didn't look
back when he came back from being down 7-9
late in Ihe nexl bout and scored four etrafghl
points to win 11-9 at 197 pounds.
JMU suffered a brief scare when senior heavj
weight D J. Hockman went down 8-3 and left the
gym after aggravating three hemiatcd diet I in his
hack Hockman said he will he back for the con
ference match and he is taking this week off to
help ease Ihe pain in his back.
Bowyer said that fatigue might have played a
factor in Ihe Dukes' struggles with 1 toward late in
Ihe afternoon.
The guy9 may have been a little tired," he
said, "{Appalachian State] wasa big win; it i»«.k .1
lot oul of us."
Ihe Dukes were in Ihe unenviable position ut
having to wrestle back-to-back dual meets on Ihe
same day and Bowyer said Ihe team kid an emotional let down going into the Howard match,
Emotional lei down or nol, eophoflnOR i'.'l
Diaz clinched the match for the I hikes in Ihe second to last bout of Ihe day when he blanked
Howard's Reginald Torrence, 8-0. Thai made

Senior gymnast Lynn Player was
selected as the East College Athletic
Confercnce's Athlete of the Week for
tlie week of Feb. 12.
Player recorded a personal best
9.700 on the uneven bars at the Towson
Invitational on Feb. 17. Player was the
top finisher for the Dukes on the
uneven bars and finished in ninth
place overall.
Player's scores on the uneven bars
have steadily improved as the year has
progressed. In )MU's opening meet on
Jan. 14, Player scored a 8.700 on the
event. On Jan. 26 she recorded a 9.100
and on Feb. 10 a 9350.
Morgan is Player of the Week
Sophomore
forward
Nadine
Morgan has been named the
women's basketball Colonial AthleticAssociation's Player of the Week for
the week ending Feb. 18.
Morgan averaged a double-double
in leading the Dukes to conference victories over the University of Richmond
and Old Dominion University,

Sophomore Josh Fultz, ab> vc, was major decisioned by P.J. Boccla 12-1 against Appalachian
State but rebounded against Howard with a pin at 4 minutes and 19 seconds.

Howard's Aron Dorsey's subsequent pin of
sophomore Brian Consolvo for naught as the
Dukes closed their season with a final score
of 23-20.
In Ihr r.irliiT match against ASU, a late
surge by the Mountaineers took the competition to the last bout and put |MU's fate in Ihe
wrestling ability of Consolvo.
The match started with a 12-1 major decision of Fultz by ASU's PJ. Boccia at 157
pounds |MU recorded three straight decisions with divisions by senior Scolt Brubakcr,
Rickman and Colalvlla AfeH another ASU
victory at 197 pounds. Iltxkman toyed with
W I'I I i.mu'l Seism before pinning him early
in ihe second period by picking him up and
eeeentially slamming him to Ihe mat
llocknian's pin put Ihe Dukes up 15-7. ASU
then rallied off two shut outs end B major
decision to take a 17-15 lead going into Ihe
match's last bout.
I knew I was weeding against their backup," Hockman said. 'I |ust wanted lo get ,i*.
many points as I could lo help the team win."
Consolvo, at 141 pounds, started off slow
and was nearly pinned by ASU's Davey Blake.
However, he came on strong in the second
period before HneDy winning his bout and the
match for JMU with a 10-4 decision.
We certamly knew it was going to lie a
It nigh match for us to win,' BoMryei said. 'To
toll ion the truth, I wasn't sure how we'd do."
I le also commented on Consolvo's victory,
which won Ihe match for JMU, was one of the
biggest ot the ve.ir. "Brian was our most-valuable wrestler of the match." he said.
As Ihe Dukes look ahead lo the conference
meet nexl week Bowyer is pleased with where
his team is headed.
"If you told me el the beginnrng of Ihe year
that we would he 9-6 ,., well, I would have
doubted that," Bowyer said He also said thai a
third straighl CAA ilianipionship would be
icing on the cake, but he cautioned that it
would take a urn percent team effort
"We're going to have lo have our best performance of the year: bul we're capable ot
doing it," he Bald
The Dukes leave nexl Friday for Ihe conferenoa champfonehipe. The match takes place
on Saturday, March 3 in Chapel Hill. N.C.

BASEBALL

Metheny dons two hats in
Diamond Dukes 4-2 win
Women's Water Polo
The women's water polo club finished second at the University of
Florida's Lady Gator Spring Classic,
winning their first three games over
the University of Central Florida,
Florida State University and the UF
"H" team by scores of 8-2,8-6 and 7-5.
In the championship game the team
had their nine-game win Streak
snapped when they were dropped by
the UF club 11-3, leaving their record
for the year at 7-1.
Men's Volleyball
The men's volleyball club is ranked
second on the East Coast out of 63
schools. The club travels this Sunday
to compete against two men's teams
from the Universitv of Richmond.
Men's Lacrosse
The men's lacrosse club will open
their spring season by hosting George
Mason University on Friday, Feb. 23 at
5:00 p.m. on the UREC Turf Field.
Women's Rugby
The women's rugby teamdefeated
the Universitv of Delaware this
Saturday, 17-0.
Freshman Kerry
Fischer and sophomore ]en Slarkey
scored.

BY KELLY GUJ.ESPIE

staff writer
The Diamond Dukes pulled off
their
third -straight
victory
IIH-M1.IV against Ihe Colonials of
George Washington University (1
3). 4-2. evening out their record at
1 3 ami marking the 900th career
victory in the 32-year history of the
JMU baseball program (900-522-7).
Sophomore Chris Cochran
struck out six in 7 2/3 innings to
Ind the I hikes in the win. I rom
the last out of the fourth, Cochran
did not walk a single Colonial and
retired 11 batters in row until designated hitter sophomore Travis
i rowdcr sent one out to right
field. It was Cochran's first decision of the season and second consecutive victory over GW.
"I just tried to pitch my game
out theft, keep the ball low and
let my fielders do the work for
Bie," t (xrhran said. " I felt confident out there cause I had faith in
my team"
GW struggled on the mound,
walking 11 batters through three
piftchett on the day. Senior Gng
Miller's solid double to left field
sent sophomore Mitch Rigsby,
who had walked on and stolen

second, across the plate to put the
Dukes on the board in the third.
Colonials' pitcher junior Mike
O'Connor walked two more barters
before striking out sophomore jared
Doyle to end the inning.
GW responded in the top of the
fourth as junior Mike Bassett doubled to right center and advanced to
third as freshman Jeff Feritta
grounded out to second and scored
off senior Ross Smirne's single.
Sophomore Tony Dokoupil doubled
to left field, moving Smirne to third.
Smime scored on a balk by Cochran,
giving the Colonials a 2-1 lead.
In the seventh, the Dukes
regained their lead when junior
catcher Dustin Bowman drew a
bases-loaded walk to tie the game
Junior third baseman Brent
Metheny started off the inning with
his single up the middle followed
by Rigsby getting walked and
Miller advancing to first after he
was hit by a pitch. Junior outfielder
Steve Ballowe's sacrifice fly sent
home the tie-breaking run.
"We know we can score and win
games if we stick to our game plan,"
senior Jeremy Hays said.
Sophomore shortstop Nathan
Doyle's single in the eighth inning

sent sophomore first baseman
Fddie Kim homo, insuring the
Dukes victory.
Sophomore reliever Travis
l-baugh stepped in for Oxhran in
tin- eighth inning, striking out one
Colonial and walking another md
bringing Ihe potential tying run lo
the plate. Metheny stepped on the
hill for Ebaugh to retire the lin.il
three batters, earning his first save
of the season.

• "I felt a little pressure since
the last lime 1 pitched at UNC I
didn't do real well," Metheny
said. "After I got the first guy out
I felt comfortable and kinda
rolled from thereon."
The Dukes have now won 11
of the last 13 meetings against
GH The Dukes host Rider
University this weekend in a
three-game series.

Men's Rugby
The men's rugby club traveled to
Richmond to play the Universitv nt
North Carolina on Saturday. They
came out on top, 17-8. Freshman flyhalf Chris Ball scored two tries
Outstanding defense was played by
junior flanker Joe Pascarosa. This
Saturday, they take on Penn State
University at 2 p.m. on Godwin field.

SAKAH IIKKZ/t iminbulintt phiitntraphr,

Junior Pat Cunningham went 13 against George Mason Tuesday.

SARAH \WM/Jiimtribulir,K i*hi>tii(riipher

Sophomore Brent Metheny went 15 with a stolen base and the
game-winning run Tuesday In the Dukes' 4-2 victory over GMU.
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Dukes warming up
BY KATHLEEN REUSCHLE

staff writer
As it starts to get warmer
out and the afternoons of
frosty runs and workouts in
the Convocation Center
come to a close, the
women's track team Likes
one look at their spring outdoor schedule and decides
just how far they want to go.
They take into consuiir.i
tion how much progress
they have made since last
summer, through cross
country and this indoor season, and they set their minds
in progress for more goals,
better times to be had, more
meets to qualify for. In the
end, track and field is one of
the few sports where you
can compete with the elite
athletes of the nation no matter what school you go to. To
say you ran with the very
best is why these women log
up to 90 miles a week
Last outdoor season,
JMU sent two women to the
NCAA Championship meet.
This year they hope to send
more. Having a sort of
unprecedented depth in
their middle distance and
distance events, the team
is looking exceptionally
stmng and versatile.
The distance medlev
relay is their most
stacked event
will have a shot at
qualifying
for
nationals. In the
individual events,
MtfOf
Heather
llanscom is look- ,
ing to run fast in |
races from the
1,500 meter on up
through
the
10,000 A.
meter.
<7
"Trm
is
my r
last outdoor season, so every meet
will be exciting for me,"
1 laasom said. She will focus
mainly on the 5,000 meter,
and said she hopes to qualify for nationals.
"We have a lot of volume
this year and we're all doing
well, knock on wood," she

said. "We did a workout
today and we had .'
strong lead p.u k. .it leaal
five girls wan up in the
front together, sit it'*looking gotxl for us."
Junior Michelle
Smith said, "A lot of
seniors
have
unproved, which will
be a strong factor in
our team's IUOCCM j£

Laat war wa had ■>

:

workouts, but Bryan has
developed greatly this
season under coach
C .wen Harris.
"(Harris
has] made me
into a better
sprinter than I
V1 thought I'd
ever
be,"
Bryan said.
"She's
very
helpful and listens
to any problems
we may be having"
A lot of the
younger sprinters
look to junior Maria

couple people injured,
and a couple people
redshirt, hut this ita
son everyone is back
and has been improving so much."
Thomas as their
Some of the team
model, and are eager
goals for the v.ivm arc
to work with her on the
to place in the top five ir
track
th.' I C AC and quality
"She is our best sprinter,
as many individuals ,\
and she really has been so
possible for that meet
helpful
to us," Bryan said.
and put forth some ctwnFreshman distame run
petitive relays. Another
net Kelly Baker said, "We
big meet for the I Hikes -will be the Perm Ralayt, 0 have had a lot of people on
the team have huge breakwhich will take place in
throughs already this indoor
late April, at which both
season, which is actually
collegiate and sponsored
pretty unusual. I think we
runners compete. In
are going to run real fast.
May, JMU will host .Is
Well |ust have to wail and
only home meet at
MC and enjoy the ride," she
Bridgpfoflh Stadium,
said. "The upperclassmen
uhi< ii will beofspadal
set a good example for us in
Importance b
■ i dedication, so our
seniors gelm>als an* high."
ling ivady to
Another
strong relay this
movfl < MI
season will be the 4x800
"When
meter Seniors Keisha Banks
we're getting
and Sarah Burkett and junn-.i.lv lor Ihese
iors Alisha lewis and
meets it >;ets
Waynitra Thomas have propretty competivided a consistent relay that
tive to see who is
is eager to run even faster
£mng to get on the
and demonstrate they can
relay team and have
race with just about anybody.
a chance to quality
Banks will run a last
. in a race," freshman
1,500, as she has knocked
/ sprinter Jackie Bryan
considerable time off an
H said She hopes to
fast
personal
^H qualify tor I c. A< s- abaady
record.
Senior
Bridget
H in the 4tX) meter and
Quenzer said she will work
I in the 4\4<>0 m.-i.-i
hard
to
qualify
for
either
the
1 relay
3,000 meter or 5,000 meter
V
"I want to art
as well.
' personal record, and
"Other teams will see
help out the team in
that we are competitive on
L4K any way I can this
any level; that when we
^^r outdoor season."
step to the line, we are
As a freshman, it
going to give them a good
is hard to adjust to the
race," Hanscom arid
intensity of collegiate track

k

phmotoun^y-lsWtKISMlDlvkt I ffllONS
Junior Roscoe Coles (toft) will compete for the Dukes In the 200-meter dash at the IC4A championships

JMU is sprinting into spring
Walton continues 17th season as Dukes' track coach
BY KHAI.II. HARRIOTT

stuff writer
The men's track and field
is starting the spring Ml
■on, with high hop,-- i>t finishing
atop the Colonial Athletic
Ass< viation anil advancing lO the
NCAAs. Several of the taam'l
runners are optimistic about
their chances this season.
"We've been training since
September, so 1 think that we'll
do well come spring." said fn'sh
man sprinter Byron Dunham,
who competes in the 100-meter
dash, 200-meter dash and 4x100
relay.
As the indoor track season
winds down — the NCAA
indoor championships are March
8-10 in Fayefteville, Ark. — the
same group of runners, plus a
few additional track-only athletes, will look to lace up their
tleats onca again and Like to the
track. Three weeks lie in between
the last indoor meet and the first
outdoor meet, meaning the runners must adjust quickly at practices. Because many of the athletes participate in both indoor
and outdoor track, Ihey can use
ICMIII

the indiHT season as a way of
tuning up the skills they will
need in March.
If the indoor season is any
indicator of how this year's
outdoor track and field aaaaon
will go, the coach Bill Walton
and the Dukes should have no

-«We've been training since
September, so I think we 'II
do well come spring.
— Itnmi Dunham
freshman Npnnler

trouble dealing with what has
proven to be some stiff conference competition. At the
squad's most recent indoor
meet, two runners won their
events, while two others were
runner-ups in the same events.
At this weekend's meet at
George Mason University, senior Jason Long finished atop
the pack in the mile run, clock-

ing in at -1 05.63 I allOM
Ben Cooke also placed tir--t In
the 3,000 meter run, finl
with a time ot * 0x92.
lust behind Cooke in this
event was junior Eric Post
whose time of 8:06.01 was onl)
nine-tenths or a second h
his teammate I InJshing up v\ ill
another excellent turn
more |ohn Prater's 4 I'M nun
was nod enough tor lecon
place in the mile
The team boasts a sup
balance of sui
and distame runners
rou
sprinters h.ne alrea.lv Oil
for the IC4A championships, t.
be held over spring break in
Boston, Mass Inning Dunham
in the hO metei .lash aie SOpho
more Phil Acoata and junioi
Anthony Wallace, who will abi
compete in the long jump lurm«

Roscoe c oles will rei n sent ttv
Dukes ill the 2l«t mel. r i.
the team's 4x400 relaj n

will also ODD
At the helm for the Pul-.

tetTKAC*

HUNGRY?
OVF.R 50 ITEMS ALL U CAN EAT: Popcorn Shrimp. Beef w/ Green Pepper,
General Chicken. Kung Pao Shrimp. Chinese Dim Sum. Korean Kim Chi, Tuna
Roll. California Roll, Grilled Salmon Roll. Vegelahle Roll and much much more

It's not too late to go to

PARIS

!

Applications are still being accepted lor the JMU Semester
in Paris program for Fall 2001 and Spring 2002.

ONLY $4.95
LIMITED TIME ONLY

lOtiHB CHIANG HOUSE
>

829 EAST MARKET STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(540)574-4901 (540)574-4902
♦NOW HIRING*

MONDAY
FEB. 26
L11PM-1ANL

Stay up late with Plan 9 for 2 big reasons:
1 (8) Store-wide
n

Don't miss this opportunity to live in

one of the most fascinating eities in the world!

Dim Matthews ll«H
nowCl Ivorodii
will •« availatli
al miamoM

On Sale $11.99 CD •
For more Information, contact the JMl' Office of International Programs.
Ilillcrcst Eatt, 568-Ml"». lnternalloinliajmu.edu. www.Jiiiu.edu/iiitcrnational/

Everything IR the slore. Ml New a
Used CDs all IPs. all Vlrieas.
Accessories leaks. Pesters. Tsalrtt-

otf regular
I price

20%

Plus everyone who comes to the sale Monday, Feb. 26th at llpm will automatically
be entered to win a $100 Plan 9 shopping spree Must be present lo win.

434-99969
1790-96 E. MARKET STREET
(in Kroger Shopping Center)

M0N.FEB.26lt
I1PM-DMFU
STOREWIDESJUE!
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NASCAR

MEN'S TRACK

Marlin
dodges
blame

Track races into spring
on the way to the NCAAs
Young squad returns home for JMU Invite May 11-12
TRACK, from pagr 19

' IMS! \MI»I s
Bv Liz CLARKE
The Washington Post
MOORESVILLE, N.C. —
NASCAR driver Sterling
Marlin, accused by angry
fans of causing the wreck
that killed Dale l-arnhardt,
came t" his own defense
Tuesday, saying he didn't
believe he did anything
wrong in what he described
as "just strictly a racing accident."
While Marlin acknowledged that his car hit
Harnhardt's more than ones
entering the final turn of
Sunday's Daytona 500, he
suggested it WM |ust as like
ly that turbulent air created
by the onrushlng car of
Rusty
Wallace
caused
Earnhardt to lose control
and hit the wall at Daytoni
International
Speedway.
Marlin also suggested that
Earnhardt "over corn vied"
after losing control of his car.
"I don't know if it got
him loose or what," Marlin
said in a conference call
Tuesday. "All I know is Dale
came down, just barely a little bit. We touched, and it
sent my car to the apron and
Dale's too. He over-corrected his car and went back
•CTOM the track. That's the
last I saw from where I was

lilting "
Earnhardt, 49,1 seven-time
NASCAR Winston Cup champion, died instantly from mas
sive head injuries suffered in
the crash, which occurred on
the last lap of noa

Dale Earnhardt's car («3) I* pushed alone the wall at Daytona.
Since then, Marlin's race
team has been besieged with
angry phone calls and faxes
from irate Earnhardt fans.
After the team received at
least one threatening call, a
police officer was stationed
at the shop, where he'll
remain
throughout
the
week. Marlin said he took
his phone off the hook
Sunday night and refuses to
look at his own Web site,
where NASCAR fans are

Grand
National
driver,
Kevin Harvick, 25, a native
ol Bakersfield, Calif. to take
over
beginning
with
Sunday's race at North
Carolina Speedway, according to sources close to the -it
uation.
In deference to
I .unhardt's memory, the car
will be re-numbered -moat
likely to No. 30. And it wont
be black, at
least
lor
Sunday's race.
UM l .oodwronch olti
cials
fully
support
Childress'sdecision, soun is
said, and will remain the
team's sponsor.
Harvick. whom Childless
planned to elevate I.' the
Winston Cup ranks in 2002.
was informed Monday night
and spent Tuesday testing
— Sterling Marlin his new ride at Atlanta
NASCAR driver Motor Speedwaj The i. i
session, which had been pre
viously
scheduled
for
llarvick's Grand National
voicing opinions on his role.
car, was closed to the media.
He also said he had
I .unhardt's
family
received numerous supportremained largely sequestered
ive calls from fellow racers,
Tuesday. His wife, Teresa,
as well as NASCAR officials
completed funeral arrangeand crew members who
ments; son Dale Jr., who
worked with
Earnhardt,
trailed race-winner Michael
telling him they believed he
Waltrip over the finish line in
had done nothing wrong.
Sunday's Daytona 500, spent
Meanwhile,
Richard
some time at his race shop
Childress, owner of the
Earnhardt's immediate
black No. 3 Chevrolet that
family will hold a private
Earnhardt made famous,
funeral service at an undiscompleted
the
delicate
closed location Wednesday
process of naming a replacemorning. Thursday at noon,
ment driver for the balance
another private service will
of the season.
be
held
at Charlotte's
Childress will tap his
Calvary Church.

be Walton, a |MU alumnus
I in his 17th coaching
*MSOII I Ic is assisted b) IMI
alumnus Dave Rinker (77)
the men's and women's cross
country coach, who is in his
-.■*< nd -4'.ison oi coaching
Under Walton's extensive tenure, the program has
produced .16 NCAA qualifiers. One of these was the
1998 indoor distance medley
relay team, which re.i.hod
the NCAA championships
and was the first AllAmerican relay squad from
JMU. Long was .i fuel in tan
then and Ins expenence has
definitely been an aasel for
.in otherwise young group
of runners
"He (Long) gets everyone's minds together and

We touched, and it sent
my car to the apron and
Dale's too.
-99-

photo CIXITUMV ol SPORTS MEDIA
Senior Eric Post is a veteran
distance runner for JMU.

keeps us on 'track' before
Championships the past
meets; I think he's a good
three years and 11 of the
leader and sets a good
past 13 years. However, if
example." said Coles, a
the streak is to be continued,
member of
a
couple
the 4x100things
must
relay team.
first happen.
"The
The six seniors
young
and 12 juniors
guys
are
must step up
definitely
and
prove
stepping
worthy leadup so far.
ers,
and
the
— Brvon Dunham
The upper,e
am s lalentteam's
freshman
spnnier
.
classmen
ed but iinexpeneed
to
r i e n c e d
continue to
younger runlead by example so the
ners need to gain experience
younger guys will follow."
and confidence with every
The
Dukes'
distance
meet.
medley relay was again an
"I'd say that right now,
Ail-American unit in 1999,
about six have a real good
when it placed seventh at
chance
of
making
the
the NCAA Indoor Track and
NCAAs, if they perform like
Field
Championships
they should and step up,"
Perhaps the program's most
Dunham said, citing distance
successful campaign thus far
runners Coike, Spiller. Coles..
was the '98 '99 season, when
Fox, Long and Wallace.
a program-best seven athOf the 39 total members
letes were named
Allon this year's outdoor
Americans.
team, more than half — 21
Senior Mike Fox, who
in all — are either freshmen
holds the outdoor 3,000
or sophomores. Walton
Steeplechase school record,
said that he and his st.itf
was one of the Ail-Americans
hope that
inexperience
in cross country, and Ixing was
won't be a major factor, and
the other in the 1,500-meter.
the runners are confident
Walton has twice been named
that they'll be just fine.
CAA cross country coach of
"In a way [it could be a
the year, in 1987 and 1992,
factor), but because track is
before handing over the fall
so team-oriented, if we all
season reigns to Rinker.
step up, we should be
"Coach Walton has very
fine," Dunham said. "Our
high expectations for all of us,
sprint team (4x100) is pretand he makes you strive to be
ty young this year, with
the best you can be," Coles
one freshman (Dunham)
said. "It's always nice to meet
and
one
sophomore
and exceed the success of pre(Acosta)."
vious year's teams."
The team's first meet is
Fox, Long and Spiller hold
March 30-31, at the Raleigh
all-time school records in difRelays in Raleigh, N.C.
ferent events: The program
Their one and only home
has sent NCAA qualifiers to
meet of the season, the JMU
the NCAA Indoor and/or
Invitational, will be held
Outdoor
National
May 11-12.

-a

... about six lrunners}
have a real good chance
of making the NCAAs...

so you pick up the Breeze every Monday and Thursday
you breeze through the pages, reading the fun and interesting articles
how would you like to help make the advertisements exciting?

Apply to be an ad designer or an ad exec for the Breeze
submit a resume and cover letter
call X6127 or cjo to www.thebreeze.0r5 for details
DEADLINE IS TODAY
so you pick up the Breeze every Monday and Thursday
you breeze through the pages, noticing more...
how would it feel to know you contributed?
Top Ten Reasons to Work at UD

ilesMar etine

10. Gain real world business experience
9. Build your resume

p *
INTERNSHIPS

?noi
200 *-*

8. Make money
7. Build personal and professional relationships

Spring 'BreakiSpecial
I
'^
*m&p
• Lash & 'Brow Tinting
10% 0<J<J
OT'
10%
'
tKfirti J/S/Ol
|
•f I • 'Electrolysis
,_ _ jy»w*/»w

6. It's better than making coffee or copies
5. Have fun!
4. Be part of a team
{%0

3. Network with national companies
2. Win a cruise

By Appt. Only • 370 Neff Ave. • 433-6270

I. Support your college community

SUPER JOE COMICS

MvtbCom Crntle • Chaptl Mb*. NC ITS 14
IWOI »4) iis4• »M i9i*i«ii-asi)

H University
pjrectork*

BY UNIVCWTY INFORMATION

Vie last left our hero in on itctt of
utter shoe* one1 confusion...

HmcvMi*' 'hi
rmto/nhttnt*

We will be interviewing on your cam
February I S and March 2».
To set up an interview.
or for more information on
rewarding lummer
ulet A marketing internihip*
call 1-800-743-5556 xlS7.

Have you seen or been a victim of Captain
Confusion? II so. please take the time to
contact IMU INfO. We can help you with
any questions you might have about IMU.

Imti U, I m/tmf l, '
iMtmihrt'

call (5401 IMU INFO
email: jmu-inlo(n>ji»u edu

.. • perptexeu. Super Joe
bepns his mission...

tt °°,r1

/v

surt: vrwwjmu edu/ucenter/uinfo
ask/oeinlo wfsl.jmu.edu/joeinlo

wM,.. \

m'SuperJoesplan foilCaptain
Confusion!' Join us neat time...
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Reaching Out
For Uirtory
RYAN PUDLOSKVitraptu** editor

BY MATT BROWNLEE

■ ■; i i

-

* t

A»

contributing writer
Getting high will take on a whole new
meaning this Saturday as the JMU
Adventure Program and Mountain Trails puts
on the second annual Reach Out Climb (ROC)
event.
The event will take place on the towering
wall of UREC and is open to anyone interested in climbing, regardless of experience.
Participants can sign up between now and
Saturday morning before 9 a.m., at which
time the events will begin.
The cost for JMU students is $10 before
Saturday, and $15 on the morning of the
climb; $25 for non-JMU participants.
Climbers will test their skills on
eight different courses, with the
top climbers advancing to the
finals. In the finals, contestants
will get a chance to maneuver
up the entire wall, to earn a
chance at prizes.
The key to this ROC competition is the fact that
it's not competitive. While winners will be recognized
at the end of the day, the main theme is just having fun
and learning about the sport of rock climbing.
"It's all about having fun," sophomore wall assistant Susanna Simpson said. "Everything is pretty laid
back, and there's free food too."
To keep things fair, climbers will be divided into
advanced, intermediate and beginner groups according to previous experience. Prizes such as T-shirts and
other climbing paraphernalia will be awarded to
climbers in each difficulty level as rewards for their
hard work,
"The climbers here are a very tight .knit community,"
sophomore wall instructor Carly Veditz said. "There's

SALE STARTS TODAY!
GREAT
CLOTHES!

really no competition, and we're all supportive of each other, especially new climbers."
With a sport such as rock climbing,
new membership is always encouraged, and
the ROC program could be the perfect
opportunity to get their feet wet for all
those who have ever considered getting
into the sport.
"It's a great chance to meet the rest
of the rock climbing community,"
Simpson said. "We just want everybody
to get better and have fun."
Last year 18 people participated in
the event, but numbers are expected to
be much higher this year.
"We've already had around 16
people sign up," wall assistant Chris
Fields-Iohnson said. "There should
also be a lot signing up this week and
on Saturday."
According to sophomore Matt
Carasella, a UREC Adventure Program
marketing assistant, climbers are
expected to come in from as far away as
the University of Virginia and Radford
University to participate in the event. Carasella also
mentioned that there will be yoga activities in
between climbs and Blimpie will provide the food for
the event.
"We're already doing better than they were at this
time last year," Carasella said. "It looks to be a total
package this year."
Proceeds from Saturday's climb will go to the
Access Fund, an organization that works to pass legislation to keep climbing sites open lo the public.
The Access Fund, along with all the participants of
ROC, hopes to spread the love of rock climbing to as
many people as are willing to strap in.

Ashby Crossing

LOW
PRICES!

BRAND NAME CLOTHING
50/o-80% BELOW STORE PRICES
MEN's*
WOMEN'S

ff^

Save Your Money
Wednesday Feb 28
Come In-Reserve
Your Apartment

*$»

JBSP
FEB. 22-23

Sign Your Lease
This Date ONLY!
No Security Deposit
Required!

THURSDAY tO AM-5 PM • FRIDAY 9 AM-S PM

PHILLIPS BALLROOM
\

Sponser: Kappa Kappa Psi

i.MII

I OM

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001
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Still Need to nil a Few Beds?

????'s Room

Krista's Room

HI -^illi
■ ■ 1 '"ijSs^&SwgS""

Laura's Room

????'s Room

Come to a Roommate Part
'9
At The Commons!
Tocjau, FetfuSfu %%\A
c3 pm - 7 pm
■-v

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane
438-3835
www.lbjlimited.com

st

oneClate

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 9 am-5:3o pm
Sat 10 am-4 pm
Sun Noon-4 pm

1
B

t^
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CU^IHlZliS
FOR RENT
Rent Nest School YOM - Double
wtde lr«(er on horse tarm 8 mi.
out Port Pd 2 bedroom, deck AC
$385/mo Includes utilities
214 97fil
KM - Short walk to
campus. Call Nathan, 568*69/

J. 4. OF 5 BH Unit* A.jilablr
Furnished or unfurnished Rent
starting at $150/bedroom Apple
Real Estate, inc. 5404339576

House • Wast Market • large
rooms private yard. 3 baths, no
pets. 7 people. $275 each
B Martin. 7039314167

J-M
APARTMENTS

HOUM
1170 Mafr!»on Street
bedroom. W/D. 4332126

4'X-HWMi. Ainliim:
^(IOI

2002

Overbuilt Market Means Great
Savings
tor
You
Sea
w#w casi/epropr'fycom for houses
with rooms starlig at $175 Call
564 2659

Ethernet Avmhhi, '

1 KKApl SVl(l/im>
2 KK \pi. MOtVmo.
nr S?(Kt/pcrs»in
3RKApi. ISIOAno
or S17(i/pcrson

Htintar'a Rliga Tewnheuse •
furnished. 2 bedroom units with
furnished kitchen $260/person.
Cable included! 703-7370103 or
5408858532

iirSIKd/pcrMin
(taa -x the.II»M%Iv«mi»lc«vi.. JMt '

Across Iron* Anthony Seeder ■ A
bedrooms. 2 baths, fully furnished.
ail appliances, no utilities, private
parking, private yard 1270 each.
574 3057.

Management
The good apartment^ BjO tir->i
11 h) und M us!
Vjvit us at: www.cfw.com/~rrHl

Large 2 ■edroom Apartment!
for 2001 2002 W/D, A/C.
1 5 bathrooms, quiet student
compiei. Call 564 2659 or see
www caslfeproperfy com

3 Bedroom Duelei - Close lo
campus Call Natnan. 5695697

Large House. Waal Market '^ns. 2 baths. 5 people.
no pets. J270 each. B. Martin.
7039314167
targe, 4 ■••'room Left Apt.
Ceiling fan in every bedroom
Spiral staircase to loft, overlooking
entry and living room. Ceramic tile
Mchen. Fully furnished. 4760727.
Ml vie* Drive Townhouse - 5
bedrooms, furnished, walking
distance. Sl9S/month, 1 year
lease
(8/01 8/02).
W/D.
(703) 4SO5O08

4 BK Apt. S720/inu

Kline Realty Properly

2, 4. 5 Bedroom Houses • •-'•-•••
within walking distance See 12*
bedroom ad with the paper Call
867 9375
Hawse • Energy efficient, 6
bedroom, laundry, parking, bus,
Water St.. $225/mo. 23*8584.
Large 1 BR Apartments • good
condition, close, various start
dates available No pets, $350.
4331569
Townhouse Mowttain View Drive
3.5 baths. 4 bedrooms, furnished
433-2126
2 Bedroom House • beside
campus, good condition. Available
7/1/01 $675. 433 1569

Hunter's ftltge • 4 BR. 2 baths,
top floor condo. furnished, new
refrigerator, mattresses, sola
cushions. IR carpet, paint. Family
managed
10 month lease
$175/bedroom. Call owner at
757 481 0162
or
email
jheavee»)uno. com.
Nags Head, NC • Relatively new
house in eicelient condition. Fully
furnished, washer and dryer,
dishwasher, central A/C. Available
May 1 through August 31
Sleeps 8. $2.300/month. Call for
details, 757 850 1532 or email
t ennif k*9p*H>. nef.

2 baths, 2 Irving rooms,
2 kitchens. W/D. DW. wired tor
DSl. August 2001 year lease.
$960/momh. deposit
4330984
islnc Available - 1.
2 and 3 story townhouses and
condos and 5 bedroom, 3 bath
condos available for 2001/2002
For listings, floor plens and
locations contact University
Realty 434 4444. unvrftyOgfe ner.
www. university ealty.com
Off*

PM

318 W. Water - 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, large rooms, storage, yard.
$1000 8799947

Attractive TBwntwwea • Furnished.
4 bedroom. 2 5 baths, swimming
pool, tennis. Call 4343790

IIiinirr* Ridge
M.u11^m Manor
Madison Terrace
Starling at 8212.30

Deck House,
Mason Street -

4 Bedroom. 2 Beth - condo. like
new. August 1 lease, deposit, owner
2 Bedroom. 2 Bath • lutury condo.
new condition. 298-2074.

3 Bedrooms

2 UK apartment .water
lncluded.S230/lMrM.ii

2 Bedrooms

M.nlis.HI Miinor
Dtiki Gardens
M.uhiuiii Gardens
Madison Terrace
Madison SqiixrrUnrveralty Place
Slam/kg af S175

4 Bedrooms
Mountain Vkrw llrtghls
Hunters R.«i«r
Madison Manor
Untvcnilly Place
t mvrrsltv Court
CoUegk! Staueai
Kox Hill
i mmlry Club Court
Slarttnoaf SJ75
5 Bedrooms
Hunter* Rlilse LoA

1335 Devon Lane 3 bedroom. furn.-hocl.
W/D. D/W. A/C 8700/mo.

Liberty Street 3 i>i(K ks Gran ceanpm. 2
or 3 bedroom townhousr.
water Included.
8250/pcrson, 3 levels.
large rooms

Very Nice 3 BR House -

Neu i.MI . i bath, W/D.
D/W. S275/person
ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU

NO BUS RIDE!

Slaittng al 8275
Large Selection
of Houeesl
Funkhouecr of Associates
Properly Management. Inc.
InfittFii n k fw>u«rr Man agrmm I ro—

Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.
438 8800
Visit our web »lle:

ii'inrrfir rr.nl/--r.-Mf

434-5150

WANT TO
WORK FOR
HE BREEZE?

'par bedroom
roommate situations a variable

801-0660
FOR SALE

65 West Fairview

Furr-l.h-d MR Ur-.tr.lt, Plata
2001 ■ 2002. deck, appliances,
$690/mo . year lease. 4326993.

1 Bedroom
M.iilison Terrace
Hunters Klil.'r
(iini;rrlirrad
snmitwi nt 8350

Size Matters
4 bedroom
2 5 bath
1500 sq.ft.
front door parking
ethernet available
microwave
dishwasher
washer & dryer
deck or patio
$250 not furnished*
$275 furnished'

4 Bedroom House

Price Redaction
fill the* propertan for 2001 2002 3.
4. 6 A 8 bedroom houses and
duplexes avertable with rooms as low
as $175. See wwwoMaepniperrycom
56*2659.

YOU HAVE A CHOICE!

2 mm TOWPJMUM • re* condition.
very close! W/D. 2001-2002.
$525/mo.. 4331569

Houses ■ 2 bM
i BlUMtOrM
St.. 3 bedroom S High Street. 4
bedroom Oho Ave Ready 8/01/01
Information. 5408799548
Rental - 3 bedrooms. 2 bains,
-central A/C. 1400/month/student.
6 students. May t - August 31.
252 2556328
Almost New 1 aft AM'tmente .
eicelient condition, stove, ret..
W/D. some with disnwasners.
Available 8/17/01 1400425.
No pets. 4331569

Free Puppy! - to a good home
Mined breed. Greet temperment
Will pay for one vet visit. Please
call Heather at 438-2226.
■ attar than mestl complete,,
furnished 4 bedroom condo on bus
route. Varw. deck and yard. $49,900.
Hjgajratar KHs, Tape - Beer/wtne
making. Bluestone Cellars,
downtown. 4326799
international eteele nskers •
came and seel Gift & thrift. 227
N Mem

$18

CAP at
GOWN at
ORADWEAR.COM
No taxi
James Madison $42
plus tax
Same Quality.
Better Price
Money Back Guaranteed

HELP WANTED
Paid Business/Management
Internship - for Summer/Spring
2001 Detailed information and
online app-cation at wwwjabayi com.

3 Bedroom House I'.xxl corfflu on.
W/D.
available
8/17/01.

*675/mo. 433 1569

Great Opportunity!

Great Money!
EARN $5,000!
JMU Summer
Conference Assistant
Positions Available.

Fumtahed 3BR Townpayute). 2001
2002. 1 1/2 baths, deck,
appliances, nice, close. $750/mo.
Year tease. 4326993. Walk to
campus
Nags Head Studee* Rental • 3 BR.
2 BA. May 4 to Sept. 4.
$1800/mo. plus utilities. AC. W/D,
furnished. 6 persons. VA res. (w)
804 7485851: (h) 804 794 6904

May 7 through August 15

Wilderness Voyagers Outdoor Wear
and Equipment is looking tor a
person with eipenanca in tne
outdoor mOuSUy. If you are Staying
local this summer and are
•nte'ested -n wortong at the hippest
specialty shop in town, sand your
resume to 3748 RirJgeline Dr..
Harnsonburg. VA 22802. Act fast*
We would like to fill this position by
March 15.
WaHisieea Needed • Apply at Jess
Lunch. Must be available to work
lunches. Sophomores end Juniors
preferred
TRAVEL OUT W«7T
Southwestmi Co.

Summer ln:ruisli:j>
Ftcelknl experience Average
find summer $7,000 Only selecting
itidcpcndVni A sharp students
For inUrmatiofi tall 442-tt.U.
$1600 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars Free information Can
202 452 5901
S7, Hour Nut 5150 Mt.nt.ri
Housing Aaowance • Largest rental
service on the Outer Banks of
North Carolina (Nags Head).
Submit application online at
www mwor rf> com
Part Time CMW Cere - for 9 mo
old m Steunton home. Mon./Wed.
11 a.m.4.15 p.m.. Fnday 9 a.m.4:30 p.m. Responsible, caring,
experience end/or studies in early
childhood required, non-smoker.
Please can Bonnie. 540*85-3809.
email btmr^xowneVompuserve com
latereeted in e Career In
Dentistry? ■ Pre denial Internship
available with stipend in pediatiic
dental office m northern Virginia.
Great environment learn, earn
and Dr. will assist -n dental school
applications Call 7034559683 or
fax 7034555140
M*.* a Dlttaraiwa rW.t Sum*..r
Holiday lake 4-H Center (Centra'
Virginia) Summer Camp Staff
Positions: Resident Lifeguard.
Nurse/EMT. Store Keeper/Office
Assistant, Performing Arts
Instructor. Training included.
Application deadline: as soon as
qualified person cen be placed
Employment oenod: May 28Aug
17. 2001. Contact: Bryan Branch.
Program Director 804-248-5444.
Rt. 2. Boa 030. Appomattoi, VA
24522. DWawnSHt edu. EOAA.

WANTED
Roommate Wanted • 1259/mo
including free Ethernet, cable and
local telephone. Please can Mike
at 438-3835.
I: Cars for parts. 867-5871.
Roommate Wanted • 1285/mo.
Great location and perks! Can
Lance or Ken at 4320060
Leaking
Tor
Responsible
Roommate - for 3 story townhouse.
Gred students welcome, privacy,
good location, non smoker, dog
fnendly $350/mo., deposit. 1/2
utilities. Call 4330523 asap

WEB LINKS
Check Out The eVee/e's Webartel
Log on and read the letest
news and opinions! Go to
wvmfheo/ee/e.Ofg

SERVICES
r Monitor Notebook Sales
and Service • PC. MAC Ca
4337977.

NOTICE
For more information jnd
assistance regarding Ihc
investigation of financing
m.inew uppiTMmlies DOMM
'< Bciici Business Bureau. IIK
I-HOO-5W-550I

SPRING BREAK
■1 Spring Break Vacations!
Best Prices Guaranteed! Cancun.
Jama-ce. Bahamas & Florida. Book
Cancun & get free meal plan. Earn
cash a go free' Now hiring
Campus Reps. 1-800 234-7007.
endiesssummer fours.com.
•arlag Break
Panama City
Beach. Daytone. South Beach. FL
Best parties, hotels and condos.
Lowest Prices' 1 800575 2026
www rnyspringbrea*. nef
Go Direct = Savings! el Internet
based comoeny offering wholesale
Spring Break packages (no
maJdaamen)! Zens traveaw cornptstnts
last
year
1 BOO 367 1252
www spnngtHoah direct com
Spt u .qBi eaki>H>f74J rorti

H.«h.im.is {\Yrt\

Cruise

S279

1800-3671252

Horida $119
Jamaica $439

WM*hM

Cancun $399

WWBWW ..tWIMlW

CanCUn """

Jamaica
Panamas
Panama
cify

ill
S11

•MMWMlMfW

ipnacbnahi>m>(l40ea - Oar l«ih Vui!

1-800-678^386

ill

PERSONALS

•wr

ENDLESS

5UMM0J
«u00fs«.urMl'"""ll

Place Your Classified
Ad in The Breeze'
Come lo the basemenl of
Anihonv Seega Hall

Roommate Wants* 5.
Call Jackie at 442 4496

12X r« il
COO lot each jtlliiRiul 10

Apply 9 Events & Conferences,

FOUND

Call i 2328 for more info.

Claee Rlnc o" Campue - 2/14/01
Pteaie ceil to KJentitj. 43&1210

568-6127

We have open positions on oui
advertising and editorial sta

City of Harrisonburg

Looking For a Place to Live?

The City with the Planned Future
Recreation Instructor- Tennis 17SJW)

Kecreation Instnictor-Uay Carnpi (753W)

Ki->|uirv% skills and knowledge to leach beginner
and intermediate level tennn to youth eiges H to 18
[•rugram runs from )une t»> August. 8.00 am
tol2u0noon. Monday through Friday *7 SI hourly

ft»Mon IHW)ISS1 planning and supervising
rn'tvationil activities for children age* 5 to 13, and
spedal needs children, ages 5 to 13 |une to August.
8 00 am to 560 pm. Monday through Friday. $7.81 hourly

Applications will be accepted until positions are filled.
To Apply:
In order to be conwdered l»r ihi- poslttori, NUXHl mbmH ■< H> oi Harnsonburg
Application l»»rm Application torn- may be obtained al the City Manager's Office,
Municipal Buildm,-. MB B Msitl BbSfM or at theCommunit\' Artivities (enter

An EstaSf C3spsrlMSff|

Submit appllcatlona to:
Human Resource Director
City ol Harnsonburg, Virginia
%4S South Main Street
iltrrtsonburg, Virginia 22*01

•12 bedroom (4 baths, 3 kitchens)
1 mile from campus 165 N High
$240/br/mo
• 2 bed, 4 bed walking distance
• two 4 bed townhomes
call 867-9375

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!
Check Us Out!!

PORT ROAD

Convenient to Campus

Free Water

SOUTH AVFNUF

3 & 4 Bedroom Units

Microwave

UNIVERSITY
PLACE

Easy Access to JMU (bus service)

Washer & Dryer

Reasonable Rates

Dishwasher

Furnished or Unfurnished Units

Individual Leases

Ample Parking

MADISON OHIVE

ontrance to help you

fVJINIVERSITV
OvT ATT*
A

IJMU

Public transit at

The Place lo Be!

get to campus

24|THE BREEZEITHURSDAY. FEB.

22, 2(M)I

v£ni nmmvi
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•it) 2Mi<iiJ

SDMI
PUiXMX . V«bC

TOPPING
ON EACH

for A fenvtcd
wneonty.
Adottonai
toppnjs

Locally Owned & Operated
JMU/ S. Main St.

433-2300
Port Rd/Valley Mall

433-3111
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Steamtunnels Interview

DJ PAUL OAKENFOLD
on music,
success
and the
American
fctfpne

PERSONALITY PROFILE

Paul Oakenfold
British DJ/producer storms the States
By Douglas Desmond
Anyone who's into dance music has heard of Paul Oakenfold. One of the most successful
DJs alive, he's spun his melodic progressive trance all over the planet. Although he's
been popular in Europe and Asia for years—he opened some European dates of U2's
ZooTV tour and plays for thousands of fans every weekend—it wasn't until the 1998
release of Trancesport (Kinetic Records) that he became known in the States. Now he's
mixed a new double-CD specifically for the American market, Perfecto Presents Another
World (London/Sire), to showcase more diverse material. It moves smoothly from underground trance hits to a brilliant remix of Led Zeppelin's "Babe I'm Conna Leave You" to
music from Bladerunner over the course of two superbly programmed sets.
Born in London, Oakenfold first gained exposure to DJ culture in New York, where he
danced at trendsetting early '80s nightclubs like Studio 54 and the Paradise Garage. He
then returned to England—where he popularized acid house and early techno after hearing
it on a holiday trip to Ibiza—before embracing trance in the mid-'90s. He has enjoyed a
second career as a producer, working with or remixing acts as diverse as U2, Snoop Dogg
and the Rolling Stones.

Meet Paul Oakenfold
STS: You said several years ago that America lags behind Europe in the appreciation of
dance music. Has America caught up?
PO: Absolutely. It was behind in the sense that dance music actually came from America,
America started it—the English just took it and gave it a twist. Then dance culture became
youth culture in England, whereas in America it was obviously more driven by rock and
R&B and hip-hop. Now I actually think it's better here. It's fresh, it's exciting, it's fun—
that's why I got into this business. In England it's very political, because it's a billion-dollar
business. Here it's really young and exciting. In England they want to be a DJ because of
the money. Here you're all into it for the love of the music.
STS: Do you have any advice for someone interested in getting into the industry either as
a DJ or in promotions?
PO: Just focus on what you're doing, and try to be as original as possible. From a DJing
point of view, get demos out. If you want to get into the record business, write loads of
letters and follow them up. Be as professional as possible. And for producers, these days
it's much easier because you can just burn a CD-R. So make it, and then burn it onto CD,
and then give it to the DJs you want to hear it.
STS: What are you working on at the moment?
PO: I'm working on the score for a summer blockbuster called Swordfish, a $90 million
John Travolta film. And I've just done the remix for a Darren Aronofsky movie called
Requiem for a Dream. I'm layering dance beats and various different things. At the
moment we're using Pro-Tools [a computer-based studio]. I like to get in as many live
musicians as possible, record what they're doing, then put it in Pro-Tools and start editing it. I also have a show that will be on university radio. It's going to be a mix show, not
just underground dance stuff, but bands that I've worked with. I've just finished the dance
mix of the new U2 record.
STS: How do you think that the Internet will affect the development of dance music?
PO: It's a very good medium for dance, and it becomes like an underground network.
Brazil's a perfect example. I was actually in Brazil a month-and-a-half ago. I doubt if
there is a single club that will be playing, say, speed garage,
in Brazil. People in Brazil would never be able to listen to
Want More?
speed garage unless it was through the Internet. So that's
Search keyword: Oakenfold
why it's important. •
at www.steamtunnels.net

2 steamtunnels.net

On success as a DJ: "Be as
original as possible. Get demos
out. Write loads of letters and
follow them up. Be as
professional as possible."

STATS
DOB: Aug. 30, 1965
Born and raised: London
College: Westminister Tech
Major: "I'm a fully qualified chef."
Favorite food: "Anything from a cafeteria to a plush restaurant. From Cuban
food to Japanese, I like all kinds."
Favorite web sites: NASA (nasa.gov),
the Four Seasons (fourseasons.com),
the Chelsea football club
(chelseafc.co.uk).
To students: "Thanks for the support.
Universities and colleges have always
been an important part of what I do.
One day I would like to do a tour of universities in America."

MEET THE STAFF
Corporate
President-Robert Desmond
Chief Operating Officer-Joseph Freeman
Chief Financial Officer -Peter Catalino
Vice President of National Advertismg-MaA Businski
Director of College Marketing-Matthew McRoberts
MIS Director-David Stifter
Office Manager-Jesse Lee
Editorial
£ditor-in-Criie/-Robert Desmond
Managing Editor- Keith Powers
Creative Director-Audrey Borowski
Senior Editor-Erin Dionne
Events Editor-Molly Delano
Associate Editor-Douglas Desmond
Production Coordinator-Thomas Webb
Senior Graphic Designer-Sue Cell
Production Assistant-Leah McCoy
Contributing Writers-Michelle Aguilar, Kate
Brigham. Nini Diana. Melanie Farmer, Erica Feick,
Cina Fraone. January Gill, Tony Green, Alice Hill
Dan Johnson, Jason Lowenthal. Tamar Maor. Bob
Mucci. Mac Randall, Genevieve Rajewski, Genevieve
Robertson, Stacey Shackford, Michelle Silver,
Yasmin Tabi. Jack Teems, John Walker, Jon Workman,
Kathryn Yu, Karen Zierler
National Advertising
Account Executive-Eli S. Belil
Sales Associate-Lisa Bruckenstein
Sales Associate-Lisa M. Karl
Regional Marketing Managers
Northeasl-Andrew Gregory
Southeast-Saul Lookner
Mid-At/antic-David Mars
Southwest-Peter Maugeri
Midwest-Tony McRoberts
West Coast-Matthew McRoberts
Associate Marketing Manager-Brett Catlin
Web Development
Directors of Web Development-Aaron Bell, Lawrence
Gentilello, Tuyen Truong
Online Editor-Wendy Marinaccio
Content Manager-Brian Mackle
Graphic Designer-Sanford Arisumi
lava Developer-Anju Gupta
Web Producer/Office Coordinator-Nicole Brown
Editorial Advisory Board
Kathryn Lawrence-University of Texas, Austin
Laurie-Ann Paliotti, M.Ed.-Brown
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Ronald Spielberger-College Media Advisors,
Executive Director
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CollegeWebGuide.com, Inc.
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All Rights Reserved
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Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
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Keith Powers
Intern

Managing Editor

Yasmin works as an inte
in our Boston office,
researching and writing
stories with the editorial
team. She's written web
features on holiday shopping, interviewed up-ant'
coming fashion designers,
and is currently working on a story about
female techno DJs. The best thing about
working for Steamtunnels? She gets to be
a model for some of our photo shoots.

Managing Editor Keith
Powers has held the same
title at several magazines:
the Improper Bostonian,
Fast Company, Musician.
Cooks Illustrated.
Handcraft Illustrated and
Natural Health. Powers has
written extensively about the music business, currently covers classical music for
the Boston Herald, and has contributed to
many other newspapers and magazines. At
Steamtunnels he manages the editorial
department and writes about everything
from Buyer's Guides to eBooks.

Hometown: Huntington, N.Y.
School: Graduated from Binghamton U.
(2000), majored in Creative Writing and
Literature. Currently a grad student at
Emerson College as a Writing, Literature
and Publishing major.

Education: Universite de Caen,
Litterature et Linguistique, 1976; Indiana
University, Comparative Literature, 1980

Secret ambition: "I want to be a rock star.
No, just kidding. All right, I'm lying. I do."

Family: Daughter Emily, a freshman at
Savannah College of Art and Design

Best job: Snowboard instructor

Favorite web sites: artsjournal.com,
poynter.org, cnn.com,
bostonherald.com

Worst job: Cigar girl at club
Favorite web sites: amihot.com,
boyakasha.co.uk, burton.com,
astralwerks.com
Fave quote: Blake: "The road of excess
leads to the palace of wisdom."

Earn Some
Extra Cash!
Steamtunnels is hiring campus
representatives at campuses all
over the country. If you are
involved in campus activities and
have an interest in earning some
extra cash this semester, send us
your resume

Favorite interviews: Van Cliburn: "The
Elvis of classical music"; Alfred Brendel:
"Pianist, poet, scholar; amazing man";
Seiji Ozawa: "Pure musician, with the
greatest memory of anyone alive."

Only Online
Visit steamtunnels.net for
stories you won't find in
print:
• Cyberstalking: Taking the safety
out of online conversations
• Study Abroad—In the U.S.
• Dancesafe: Party like a rock star,
only safer

Campus representatives take photos
of students and campus activities
for our web site, steamtunnels.net,
in return for a monthly retainer.
Reps also have opportunities to
participate in on-campus marketing
events throughout the year.

• HavenCo: An offshore, online

Send a brief cover letter and
resume to:
campusjobs@steamtunnels.net

Go to steamtunnels.net, read the
stories and post your thoughts on

enclave for the shady, I mean,
safety conscious
• Digital Pirates: Stealing music is
only the beginning.
• Cheerleaders: The real deal. Who
they are and why we ogle.

our Message Board.
On the cover: DJ Paul Oakenfold. photo © Marc Ban Lengen.

Please recycle \f

steamtunnels.net
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Daytona
Does the idea of spending your spring
break drinking beer with thousands of
mostly naked people on the beaches of
Daytona sound unappealing to you? Don't
sweat it, there are plenty of other things you
can do, like cruising America's back roads or
counting sea turtle eggs in Brazil. The first
place to look for ideas is your own school's
web site. Many universities now have alternative spring break web pages with loads of programs available for you to make the most of
your time and possibly give something back to
the community.
Volunteer Vacations
One of the most popular spring break
causes is Habitat for Humanity (habitat.org).
Founded in 1976 with a mission to eliminate
substandard housing and homelessness from
the world, they have built over 100.000
homes and provided low-income families with
interest-free mortgages on their new houses.
You can take part in Habitat for Humanity's
Collegiate Challenge and learn construction
skills while helping to build a new home for a
needy family. There are many warm locations
available, including Florida!
For those of you with a few extra bucks,
you can spend your week in an exotic location
while donating your time. Global Volunteers
(globalvolunteers.org) offers short term "volunteer vacations" like teaching English in
Greece or planting trees in Costa Rica.
EcoVolunteer (www.ecovolunteer.org) specializes in matching volunteers to international
wildlife conservation projects such as wildlife
rescue in Thailand or collecting and hatching
sea turtle eggs in Brazil. Program fees range
from $600 to $2,000 per week, plus the cost

Excellent spring break alternatives
By Laura jungman

of the plane ticket. If you'd prefer to volunteer
your time locally, VolunteerSolutions
(volunteersolutions.org) has a huge searchable database of ongoing volunteer opportunities in select cities.

There are plenty of other
things you can do over spring
break, like cruising America's
back roads or counting sea
turtle eggs in Brazil.

Political and Spiritual Retreats
For all you campus activists, check out the
Ruckus Society (ruckus.org/springbreak.html), which offers an Alternative
Spring Break Action Camp for Student
Activists. You can sign up for a week of workshops designed to perfect your rallying and
consciousness-raising skills. If you are more
spiritually inclined, there is the Mepkin Abbey
Retreat (selfknowledge.org/events/
springbreak.htm). Spend your spring break at
this monastery in South Carolina, working hard,
meditating and experiencing life as a monk.

From top: Global
Volunteers in
Arcola. Miss.; a

Hit the Road
If you prefer to set out on your own path,
there are several web sites to feed your wanderlust. Alternative Routes (alternativeroutes.com) is dedicated to insider travel
information, a place where people can share
their travel knowledge. Also, GoNOMAD.com
(gonomdd.com) offers resources and information for adventurous travelers. If you want
the security of a guided tour, but with an
unusual twist, consider Green Tortoise
(greentortoise.com), a bunk-bedded bus that
offers structured tours of America, complete
with gourmet vegetarian food.
Spring break is a wonderful opportunity
to forget the stress of the semester, meet
interesting peoWant More?
ple and get a
Search keyword: Alternatives
taste of someat www.steamtunnels.net
thing new. •

Ruckus
participant
during a climbing
exercise; the
Ruckus
Democracy
Action Camp in
the Santa Monica |
Mountains, July
2000.

Baby You Can Drive My Car
It's hard—but not impossible—for college students to rent
By Douglas Desmond
If you've ever tried to rent a car and been
turned down, you're not alone. Most
rental companies will reject anyone under
25 years old for insurance reasons. The
incidence of accident or theft is far higher
for our age group, and most companies
are simply not willing to shoulder the risk.
But you don't have to hitchhike; there
are firms out there that will rent to students for a higher price. You'll pay an
additional $5 to $30 per day—or
more—in some states. Also, watch out for
insurance coverage that you might be
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pressured to buy. Damage to rental cars is
already covered by certain homeowner or
automobile insurance policies. MSNBC
(msnbc.com/news/305444 .asp?cp1 -1)
has information about avoiding hidden
fees or overpaying for your car.
The best place to find rental cars
online is bnm.com/uage.htm, which lists
student-friendly companies in 36 major
cities. If your location isn't included in
their list, try Alamo (alamo.com) or
Dollar (dollar.com), although both have a
minimum age of 21 at most branches. Two

other
sites
worth checking out are Smarter Living's
Rental Guide (smarterliving.com/
travel_guides/cars_overview.html) and
cars-rentals-discounts.com. Another
thing to keep in mind is that the state of
New York passed a law to allow anyone
over 18 to rent there, although companies
are free to charge as high a premium as
they wish. Budget, for example, will add an
additional $65 per day. •
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SCAMS

How to avoid turning
your break into a bomb
By Erin Dionne

Every year thousands of students head for sandy shores and warmer climates for spring
break. And every year, some get scammed. Companies appear on campus as early as
October touting deals to places like Mexico, the Bahamas or Florida. They offer low rates on
brightly colored flyers claiming that $399 will get you to places like Jamaica with airfare, hotel
and some meals included, for a five-night stay.
Sounds too good to be true? It probably is.
We've all heard horror stories from students
who were stuck in airports for days, or whose
hotel room "water view" was really an algaefilled swimming pool. A couple of people I
know had their rooms robbed, and their cash
and cameras stolen, on spring break in Jamaica.
But how to know what deals are real and
which ones are going to turn your dream vacation into a nightmare?
The Federal Trade Commission (ftc.gov), a
governmental organization dedicated to helping consumers avoid being victims of fraud or
deception, has created a plan called
"Operation Trip Trap" specifically geared
toward travel-related fraud. It's a combined
effort between law enforcement and consumer
education groups targeting companies that
misrepresent vacation packages. You can go to
ftc.gov/os/1999/9908/statecases.htm for a
list of travel companies that the FTC has filed
action against. Be sure to check out any company that you're working with before you hand
over your cash.
If you do get scammed, or want to find out
more ways to protect yourself, visit the

Keep these tips in mind when planning
your trip:
• Be wary of charter flights. They can
change their departure times and don't
have to provide an alternate means of
transportation to your destination.
When paying them, your check should
be made out to an escrow account
(required by federal law). Contact the
Dept. of Transportation (dot.gov) to
check if the charter company is legit.
• Pay by credit card. You have more consumer protection if things go wrong
when you use plastic over cash or
checks. A no-brainer: stay away from
companies that say they'll send a
courier over to pick up your cash or
check.
• Avoid making a quick decision. Some
companies try to pressure you into
signing on right away—"good deals go
quickly," etc. Don't fall prey to it.
Check out the names of satisfied customers first. If the company can't provide you with any, don't get on board.

American Association of Travel Agents web page (astanet.com) and check out the "traveler's
rights" and "alerts for consumers" sections. •

NEAT NET TRICKS

Advice for savvy computer users

Never miss a class—or a party—with
your own computer clock at
timeanddate.com. Choose up to 16 time
locations, customize a calendar and use the
meeting planner to stay organized.
• Enter the digits found beneath the barcode of audio books, computers, DVDs,
music, software, videos, paperbacks and
so on at BarPoint (barpoint.com) and
you'll get specs, places where you can
buy the products and price comparisons.
• A free service at pcpitstop.com examines
your computer's configuration, performs
benchmark tests, and offers tips on solving problems and improving performance.
You'll get data on the system, memory,
disk, video, Internet. Windows, security
and other useful stuff. Needs Internet
Explorer 4.0 or higher to work.
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• Until your PC has a better way of handling images, WinCrab will help fill the
gap. It's a free utility for Win
95/98/NT/2000 (http://w1.2518.
telia.com/~u251800188/wg/). It captures a full screen or active window with
the touch of a hotkey, and saves the
image in .jpg, .png, .tif or .bmp format. It
also creates index pages with thumbnail
images, prints a series of images or multiple photos on one sheet, serves as an
image viewer, and more.
Munge Those Spammers
It's interesting that some dictionaries
have not yet picked up the word "munge."
One source says it was in use in Scotland in
the 1940s and in Yorkshire in the 1950s to
denote munching something up in a masticated mass. These days the word has evolved

Have a Healthy
Spring Break
• In Mexico and Central America, never
drink the tap water. That means no ice
in drinks, keeping your mouth closed in
the shower, and brushing teeth
with purified water. In the
same countries also avoid
I raw foods, salads and milk
products.
• In Mexico and Central
America, pickpocketing is rampant. Men: Put wallets in your front
pocket, or wear a money belt. Women:
Wear purses with the strap running
across your chest.
1

Cancun has tight hotel security. If a
hotel requires a waterproof wristband,
wear it. If you have a guest in your
room, let the hotel know—you could
be kicked out otherwise.

• Use the hotel safe deposit box for
valuables. And carry a photocopy of
your passport somewhere in your bags.
• To get the best price while bargaining,
walk away when the vendor quotes a
price. Keep doing this until you get the
price you want.
• Nobody (except tourists) wears shorts
in Mexico City.
, ■
• Bring your own toilet paper—a couple
rolls will get you through a week. It's
worth it. -Gina Fraone

BY jack Teems
into altering one's email address as a defense
against spam. Give it a try, particularly if you
post a lot on newsgroups (Usenet) where
your email address can be easily harvested.
Simply change the last part of your address
so that it becomes worthless to the spam
harvesters. For example, if you are
JoeJones@mindspring.com, post your messages as JoeJones@_NO_ SPAM_mind
spring.com. A bonafide correspondent will
note the need to remove _NO_SPAM_ from
the address; a bot will not. You should take
care to munge the portion of the address
after the @; otherwise, your service provider
will still get the spam. •
Jack Teems (jteems@steamtunnels.net)
publishes Neat Net Tricks from Rapid City,
S.D. For more Neat Net Tricks, visit
NeatNetTricks.com.

MajOrly TechnO The tools—or toys—you need for school
By Shani Fisher
With 8MB of built-in memory, the
DS-150 offers 160 minutes of
recording time, with impressive
^|
Variable Control Voice Actuator
(VCVA) technology that optimizes
built-in memory by ceasing record
functions when the microphone
senses silence. The DS-150 also
comes with automatic speech-totext document creHigh-tech pen scanners for overbooked
ation—including IBM
ViaVoice speech-to-text
English majors. Multi-language
software and a headset that lets
dictionaries for language majors. Voice
you dictate into your PC
recorders for budding journalists.
($230; olympusamerica.com).

Keeping on top of emerging technology is
a lot more fun than keeping up-to-date
with your World Civ professor's demanding
reading assignments. From Psychology to
English, from Marketing to Architecture, no
matter what your major, you'll want the best
tech tools available. Below, Steamtunnels
rounds up the gadgets that will help you
get ahead.

In Sync
Personal information management (PIM)
is the key to success in the fast-paced business world. Stay on top of appointments and
keep your contacts handy with the Royal
Vista, a complete personal digital assistant
(PDA) that will fit in your business-card
holder. Vista's features include an address
book, calculator, schedule function, metric
and currency conversions, and an expense
manager. Breakthrough pricing is just right
at $60 (royal.com).
You Can Count on It
Monitor the great returns on your
investment in college using your BA II Plus
calculator from Texas Instruments. Perfect
for applications in finance, accounting, economics, investment, statistics and more,
you can solve time-value-ofmoney calculations such as
annuities, mortgages,
leases and savings.
The BA II Plus also
^
generates amortization
schedules, performs
cash flow analysis and
advanced statistics. A
prompted display guides
you through financial calculations, math functions
including trigonometric
calculations, natural logarithms and powers
($34.95; ti.com).
Say What?
Used by journalists,
doctors and medical transcriptionists, voice
recorders make dictating
and transcribing a snap.
The Olympus DS-150
Digital Recorder is the perfect tool
Photos courtesy Te«as Instruments. Olympus. Franklin

Speak Easy
A must-have for Spanish or Latin
American studies majors—the electronic
Franklin Spanish-English Dictionary DBE1440. Complete with 2 million SpanishEnglish translations with advanced verb
conjugations, 2.000 travelers'
phrases and learning exercises, the easy-to-read five-line
display has a grammar guide,
spell correction and seven
games. When you're unsure
of the spelling of a word,
spell it like it sounds and
the corrected word will
appear with instant access to
definitions ($59.95:
franklin.com).
High-Tech
Highlighting
Political Science and
English majors will love
Wizcom's QuickLink Pen
to scan and excerpt information from textbooks,
legal documents or other
print media. This portable
optical scanner has an
electronic eye at the tip of
the pen that lets you scan
printed text and then easily
download to a PC into a
desktop application; or
scan in a business card
and upload directly into
MS Outlook, and beam it
to your PDA. Or capture,
store and edit URLs and
then transfer them directly
to your favorite browser's
bookmarks ($179;
wizcomtech.com).

I

Savvy Camera
Presenting your work in an electronic
portfolio is the perfect way to get an edge
on other candidates in any job search. The
Philips' Vesta Pro Scan camera can capture
high-quality video at up to 30 frames per
second at a maximum resolution of
640x480. Using PageCam software developed by Xerox, the
Pro Scan makes
scanning pictures
and text very
easy—a great
alternative to
conventional
flatbed scanners. Scan in
your photos,
documents,
published
works and even
record a personal
message to send along with
your resume using the built-in USB
microphone. Can you believe these features are all available in one device?
($129; philipsusa.com). •

10 Worst Colleges
for Laptop Theft
Over 319,000 laptops were stolen in 1999.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Stanford
Georgetown
Purdue
Southern Illinois-Carbondale
South Florida
Georgia
Illinois-Urbana
North Carolina-Charlotte
Duke

Source: Kryptonite Corp.
(kryptonitelock.com)
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MUSIC
Will Building your own wireless network

By Alice Hill

Parachutes

My favorite early home-networking product was "LAN in a Can," which gave home users a
basic peer-to peer network nearly a decade before Napster made the term "peer-to-peer"
cool. But there was no market for it, and it bombed. Today, the wired home is more likely to
contain one if not two PCs, a printer and possibly a laptop borrowed from the office—yet
few people know how relatively painless it is now to set up a wireless network. If you want to
make a little extra cash this summer, or upgrade your dial-up digs at home, read on.
The next trend in home networking is the wireless
LAN—or "WiFi." No one wants to run cable between
rooms and add new wall jacks to share a few files,
so wireless is the smarter alternative. To succeed
where previous products failed, the WiFi home
network not only enables multiple PCs to
share files and printers, it also supports multiple and simultaneous Internet connections,
including broadband cable or DSL. That means
Dad can be checking his online portfolio on his
r
laptop while you and a friend play a little multiplay"""' ,jT"*°gfgHi
Linksys
er Quake III. Try that with LAN in a Can!
What's in a Standard?
Get the propeller hat on for this next part. The official WiFi standard is called
802.11 b—small wonder someone came up with snappier-sounding WiFi instead. Apple pioneered 802.11 b, then it was adopted by Toshiba and Compaq. It's likely to be widely used
in businesses.
To get that power into the home, Lucent technologies recently unveiled an 802.11 b line
of products called the Orinoco
,
,
.
.
.

Residential Gateway
(waveian.com/products/product
detail.html?id=29) specifically for
broadband connections. An Orinoco

Laptops can roam freely throughout
the house and even into the yard.
Connections are always on and
always high Speed, no matter what

setup will run you about $400 for a p(.^ ^
Qf ^^
desktop and laptop kit, and you can
buy components at www2.warehouse.com/kiosk/Lucent/default.asp?source =x. ucent
Linksys, known for great inexpensive home routers (wires required) has a new wireless
network for broadband connections that also adds a firewall for security. You can pick up a
Linksys solution for under $500 at provantage.com/scripts/go.dll. For Mac users,
Apple has the Airport, a futuristic-looking wireless transceiver that delivers 11 Mbps of networking power up to 150 feet away. Developed in conjunction with Lucent, an Airport hookup runs about $299 ($99 for the laptop card version).
Plug and Go
Setting up a WiFi LAN is fairly simple. You connect your cable modem or DSL line to the
transceiver, plug the transceiver into your PC's USB port, and then add a transceiver to
every PC in the home. Laptops use a PC Card version and can
roam freely throughout the house and even into the yard.
Connections are always on and
always high speed, no matter what
PC you're using or where.
#
If your budget is tight, or you
have a dial-up connection, a wireless RF
(radio frequency) network may be the
ticket. Intel's AnyPoint Wireless network
will work with dial-up connects or highspeed DSL or cable modem. A transceiver
costs about $100 (intel.com). Throughput is
slower (1.5Mbps as compared to WiFi's 11Mbps),
but it's still fast enough to play multiplayer games
and access MP3s all over the house. •
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Photos courtesy Linksys

(Nettwerk America)
% % ^ith Parachutes, their first album,
. arriving somewhat belatedly on
these shores (it was released in their
native England last July, where it
debuted at No. 1). Coldplay now has to
face an American audience. Two principal Yank objections to the Londonbased quartet are likely: 1) They're
merely the latest band to be megahyped
by the notoriously overenthusiastic U.K.
music press, and 2) their sound is slavishly imitative of two Brit influences du
jour, Jeff Buckley and Radiohead.
Re: objection number one, well,
sometimes those crazy English adjectivemongers can be right, and this time they
are—Coldplay is very good indeed. As
for objection number two, yes, the
spacey guitar tones of Chris Martin and
)onny Buckland do recall Radiohead's
The Bends and OK Computer, and
there's more than a hint of Buckley in
Martin's tremulous vocals on tracks like
"Shiver" and "High Speed." But let's be
fair: His nasal timbre is just as capable
of evoking Dave Matthews ("Yellow").
Beck ("Don't Panic"), and even, on quieter moments like "Spies" and
"Everything's Not Lost." the spirit of the
late Nick Drake. In truth, Coldplay is
their own band. Predominantly acoustic
but not afraid to rock, partial to melancholy drift but buoyed by graceful
melodies, their sound may not be
ufiique, but once you've heard it,
chances are you'll want to hear it again
and again. -Mac Randall

STEAMTUNNELS BUYER'S GUIDE
StGTGO SyStemS Isn't it time yOU had SOme new gear? By Cenevieve Robertson
All the buzz about the latest developments in handheld devices, laptops and
digital imaging has overshadowed tremendous advances in an old-school consumer
product: stereo systems. Stereos are
becoming works of art that add class to a
room as well as great sound. New features
that let you play digital files as well as CDs,
cassettes and even LPs will quickly turn you
into an audiophile.
The first thing to decide is what features are most important to you. Do you
need a cassette deck? Will a single CD
player be enough? Is radio reception an
issue? Do you really need surround sound?
Also consider the space you have. Then
pick a price range and stick to it.
Most people can find something for
between $200 and $600. Keep in mind
that you do get what you pay for; if
sound quality and power are your biggest
issues, you may need to lean toward
higher-end systems.
Space Savers
The JVC MX-J500 ($280; jvc.com) is
a great mini system with all the basics and
enough power to drown out any roommate.
It features a dual cassette deck, three-CD
changer
and 120watt threeway speakers. And
with a programmable
timer and
an optical
digital out.4
put that
allows you to dub to an external minidisc or
CD burner, you really can't go wrong.
If you have less-than-adequate space
for a bookshelf system, Nakamichi has a
solution. The SoundSpace 5 ($800;
http://nakamichi.com/soundspace) is a
three-part system that mounts on the wall

(W
i. I ^tiif.

Photos courtesy JVC. Nakamichi. Samsung. AudioRequest

and resembles framed
pictures. It definitely
grabs your attention, with its sleek
silver exterior and
blue or orange LCD
that allows you to see
the CDs inside. The sound is
just as impressive, and at just three inches
thick, clears your space for better things.
Burner Included
Now that most of us
have been weaned off of
cassettes and are able to
create our own CD compilations on the computer, Philips has brought
mix-making back to your
home stereo. Philips
FWR8 ($599;
philips.com) is a compact system with a CD
burner. As a stereo it holds its own with a
three-CD changer, 200 watts of power, surround sound and three-way speakers, not
to mention great radio reception. Plus it
has the added bonus of a quality doublespeed burner with text editing. It's also
CD-R (write-once
CDs) and CD-RW
(rewriteable) compatible so you can
listen to all those
CDs burned on the
computer. And
did we mention
the karaoke mike
input, so you can
sing along?
MP3-Friendly
Electronic music files are here to stay,
and consumer electronics manufacturers
are creating add-on devices to play MP3
files on your home stereo without having to
boot up. DigMedia has made a combination CD/MP3 ($499.95;
mp3shopping.com) player
that will connect to any home
stereo for listening without a
computer. Digisette's Duo-Aria
($199: digisette.com) is a
new portable MP3 player that
plugs into any cassette drive.
The MusicStore has a 5CB
hard drive capable of storing 84
hours of music ripped at
128Kpbs. It can be connected to

your computer to download
already stored files or
you can transfer to
and from with a
portable player that
has a non-expandable
48Mb memory.
Samsung makes a
similar product, the
Wingo ($399; samsung.com), with a bit less
memory.

Hard Core
The next step in home audio is the digital audio server (DAS). AudioRequest
($799; request.com) by Request
Multimedia seems to be the best of this
emerging category. DAS is a CD player,
MP3 Player and cassette player all in one.
It's designed to play back and organize digital music files through your home audio
system. AudioRequest has a 17.3Gb hard
drive, single-disc CD player and a Celeron

Stereos are becoming works of
art that add class to a room as
well as great sound.
processor along with software to convert
CDs intoMP3s.
It can also connect the Internet
through your home computer, allowing you
access to online music files. However, since
these are digital files they aren't the same
quality as the original CDs, but you do
have the option to rip at 320Kbps, which is
almost CD quality (you just can't store as
many hours). The best thing about it is the
ease with which you can sort through all
your digital music files. The player reads
artists, song titles and album titles to help
you create and store your own playlists. •
Want More
at www.stedmtunnels.net
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Special Feature: Get out of Dodge
Online travel for college students
As college students, you've got a step
up on every other would-be traveler
out there—airlines and travel agencies
are falling all over themselves to offer you
special deals. The travel industry realizes
that between spring break
and semesters abroad, college students comprise a
major sector of their business, and they want to
entice you with discounts
and packages.
Spring break is an
industry in itself. There are
tons of companies that
specialize in getting you and your buddies to the heart of the week-long ritual
of drinking, tanning and clubbing. But
beware: If you haven't
booked your trip for this
year already, you're too
late. You'd be better off
checking out sites like
springbreaktravel.com for
planning Spring Break
2002. This site specializes
in the top four destinations
for students: Jamaica, Cancun, Florida
and the Bahamas. Their package trips
include just about everything you'll need,
including, in some cases,
wrist bands for easy access
to popular clubs.
The best part of the
site is "Spring Break
Exposed," a section with
reviews and tips from students who have actually
taken their trips. They'll tell
you things like how much
spending money you'll need, and that
you're better off leaving your shoes
behind for the midnight Foam Party in
Cancun.
Students heading for Europe or any
of the other continents for study or
travel should investigate mainstays like
counciltravel.com, studentuniverse.com
and studenttravelnet.com.
Counciltravel.com is one of the biggest
and oldest out there: this is your source
for quick searches on airfares, buying ID
cards (which you should have, especially
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if you're going to Europe), rail passes,
info about hotels and hostels, student
travel insurance, gear, and tips for living
and working abroad.
Studenttravelnet.com is one-stop
shopping for travelers, especially those bound for
Europe. The site offers a
voucher system for travel that
allows you to choose a level
of comfort ranging from basic
to top price, and they'll give
you vouchers that you can
use at Ibis hotels, which are
sprinkled throughout Europe.
The site also has informative message
boards where you can ask experienced
travelers about the best play to stay in
Prague or where the hottest
nightspot is in Madrid.
The best thing about
traveling as a student is the
discounted rates. Many airlines offer incredible discounts for students up to
their 26th birthday, provided
they have a valid ID.
As for places to stay, the best option
for students is often hostels: They're
cheap, clean and a great place to meet
people. Co to hiayh.org for
lists of hostels around the
world and specific information on each location.
Another site to check out
before you buy tickets is
lsecard.com/studentflights,
the headquarters of the
International Student Card.
They offer travel rebates for
people who purchase the card, which
costs less than $30. The ISE card is not
just for identification; it also gets you
discounts at hotels, museums, rail systems and more. The ISE site also has special airfare deals and student flights.
Remember to always check your ticket
price in several places to make sure you're
getting the best deal. Once you find a
package, try out regular travel sites like
travelocity.com and lowestfare.com to
see what kind of a student discount
you're really getting. •

ACADEMIC
Literary History Online
literaryhistory.com
English majors wanting to do research on the
web will love this directory of online literary articles, journals and resources. The focus is mainly
19th century British lit., but there are several
other areas, like Postmodernism, that are also
covered, and there are links to other literary
research sites.
Content: A- Usability: A

Travlang's Translating Dictionaries
dictionaries.travlang.com
If you've come across a strange word in your
modern languages course, try this vast dictionary site that can translate between English and
all major and minor European languages, including Latin. It also works between other languages,
so if you're dying to convert some Portuguese
into Dutch, today's your lucky day.
Content: A Usability: B+

The Yahoo Directory of Engineering
dir.yahoo.com/Science/Engineering
This comprehensive list of engineering and engineering-related sites and links offers an excellent
resource for all your engineering needs. From
aerospace and geography to a Usenet listing of
science message boards, even a non-techie could
find something of interest.
Content: A- Usability: A-

COMMUNITY
Tabletalk
Tabletalk.salon.com
For intelligent discussion and useful advice, try
Salon magazine's discussion rooms at
tabletalk.salon.com. There are a large variety of
categories, including sports, health, education,
house & garden, movies, music and technology,
with multiple discussion threads in each. There's
everything from freelance writing and spiritual
health to role playing. You can view the discussions as a guest, but to participate you need to
register, which is simple and will also provide you
with a record of what you've read.
Content: A- Usability: B+
Geocities
geocities.com
So you want to build a web site, but HTML gives
you a headache? No problem—Yahoo's Web Page
Builder will walk you through the whole process
(works best with Windows). The templates are
kind of dull, but you can have a web site up and
running in 10 minutes. Thumbs up on the help
section: you can add on more as you learn. If
you're a beginner, this is the place to start.
Content: B+ Usability: A-

Epinions
epinions.com

Editor's pick

On this site you'll find reviews on everything
from colleges to movies to pet carriers. Some
sections have more epinions that others, but you
can choose between professional reviews and
those of your fellow web surfers. Register for free
and you can pen your own epinions, earning
cash for the number of readers who trust your
advice. Keep an eye on this site—it's got a lot of
potential.
Content: B Usability: A

CURRENT AFFAIRS

The Scout Report for Science and
Engineering
scout.cs.wisc.edu/report/sci-eng

i.wM*— -i m-

This site hosts the biweekly Scout Report for Science
and Engineering. Its list of Internet resources is meticulously compiled by discipline-specific librarians and
content specialists. Wondering about atmospheric disturbance climatology? Look no further. The chosen
content meets very specific criteria to weed out any
unnecessary or useless links, and the site is kept clean
and up-to-date. Topics appeal to students, professors
and researchers alike.
Content: A Usability: A

$»
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The New York Times
nytimes.com
Get the Cray Lady without the cumbersome
page turning, ink and Macy's sales you have no
use for; the New York 77rnes'full daily edition is
free online. An optional free email service will put
the top stories in your box each morning.
Searching the Times' archives is free, although
you'll need a credit card to buy more than the
summary paragraphs at a couple of bucks a pop.
Or just look them up online then find the microfilm copies at the library and put that money to
good use, like for munchies or beer.
Content: A Usability: A-
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write an opinion piece on their pet topic.
Educate yourself with various articles culled from
major news outlets. Then jump to a forum to
blow off some steam on the matter. And before
you know it, your op-ed piece might just end up
on the front page.
Content: A- Usability: B+

DIVERSITY
Netnoir
netnoir.com
Looking for updates on your favorite black stars?
Or news on African-American issues? Netnoir.com
has it all and then some. This black-oriented web
site offers news, shopping, email and advice on a
range of issues. Check out their section for
women and read up on money matters or
women's history, or click on their Gospel Chapel
and read about the Pastor of the Week and
reviews of the latest spiritual music, books and
web sites.
Content: B+ Usability: B

-Unetntire
News Synthesis
newssynthesis.com
When your mom makes her weekly call boasting
half-memories of last night's newscast: "The
anchorman said you can go to jail for stealing
music with that Napper thing...," get onto
newssynthesis.com and set her straight in record
time. There's a lot of searchable news databases
these days on the web, but this also has links to
things like nationally syndicated columns and
think-tank web sites. Make your professors think
you're super smart.
Content: A- Usability: A-

DVstreet

The Global Town Hall
globaltownhall.com
You've got an opinion, dammit. About politics,
the environment, or simply how annoying your
friends are for not having any opinions. Word to
the wise: Said friends are getting sick of hearing
about their pathetic lack of interest. Save your
friendships and expand your audience exponentially at Clobaltownhall.com, where anyone can

dvstreet.com
Point your web browser to Dvstreet.com, a multicultural web portal that allows users to personalize their own start page with channels, chat
rooms, job information and more. Dvstreet's
Career Center lists job postings and resume and
interview tips. Their Marketplace includes over
300 online stores offering products from ethnic
foods to airline tickets.
Content: B+ Usability: A-
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VOLUNTEERING
The Virtual Volunteering Service
serviceleader.org
It's a new world of philanthropy! Virtual or online
volunteering enables generous, busy individuals
to perform volunteer tasks, in whole or in part,
via the Internet at their home or work computers. VVS provides cyberservice, online mentoring,
teletutoring, research work and various other
jobs. It also allows agencies—such as the
American Lung Association and Starbright
World—to expand their volunteer programs and
networks by allowing more participants, and
using volunteers in new areas.
Content: B Usability: A

Volunteer America
volunteeramerica.net
If you have some spare time, and want to do
something you'll feel good about, find a volunteer opportunity or vacation through volunteer
america.net. This site, organized by state, connects individuals, families and groups with volunteer opportunities across the U.S. Many of
the vacations/opportunities are sponsored by
the Sierra Club and are a bit out of the ordinary, such as removing old ranching fence lines
in Texas so that wildlife can migrate freely.
Opportunities are listed up through October of
next year, so you stil! have plenty of time to
make plans.
Content: B+Usability: A-
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VERIZONUISH
The credit card
designed especially
For students

' Online!
www.venzonstudent.com
1
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S10 Of FREE calling. A Verizon Calling Card with $10 of FREE calling is yours,
just for applying for the Verizon Visa* Plus, you'll get low rates-9« a minute
Monday through Friday (9pm to 9am) and all weekend long, and 20* a minute at
peak times (Mon-Fri, 9am-9pm). Your calls will automatically be billed to your
Verizon Visa' account.
5% rebate* on purchases toward phone calls, automatically credited to your
Verizon Calling Card when you carry a balance from month to month.
Instant Online Access. Manage your account online 24-hours a dayinstantly, securely, conveniently.
NO credit Card history required. There is no need to have another credit
card to qualify for the Verizon Visa*
You can't beat the savings with the Verizon Visa.* If you make purchases, need
quick cash or make long distance calls, the Verizon Visa" is for you.
t An $0.80 connecting fee will be applied to the first minute of each call. International rates vary. Use of this Veriion Calling
Card is conditioned on your retention of a credit card account to which your calls may be charged.
• Some conditions apply.
This offer not valid if you reside in the District of Columbia or one of the following states: CT, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ,
PA.RI,VAVT,orWV.
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